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INTRODUCTION
Every human being is in a continual process of transformation. For those who
respond to the call to Carmelite life, this transformation is marked by a
commitment to “a journey of gradual and progressive conversion, encompassing
every aspect of life,” during which they allow themselves “to be conformed to
Jesus by the action of the Spirit and to come to union with God.”1 This formative
journey is not merely a stage preceding permanent membership in the Order; it is
a dynamic process, which continues until death. “God renews his call day by day
and always expects a fresh response from us.”2 Carmelite life consists in the ongoing surrender of the will to God’s transforming action. In truth, “the formative
process can never be said to be completed.”3 Therefore, initial formation is
understood as a time for developing a capacity for discernment, flexibility, and
availability – qualities that enable us to renew our lives constantly.
“God’s call, his free gift, does not fall on neutral ground; it is addressed to
individuals, each with a particular story of grace and sin.”4 The initial formation
process aims to respect individual patterns of vocational maturation and to guide
candidates into full incorporation into the Order with prudence and “discretion,
which is the guide of the virtues.”5 The goal is to nurture personal growth into “a
contemplative attitude which fashions and supports our life of prayer, fraternity
and service,”6 with the realization that “the primary responsibility for formation
rests with the candidates themselves.”7
This edition of Formation Toward Brotherhood; Carmelite Manual of Formation –
2019 describes the formation process as practiced in the two North American
Provinces and adapted for use in Peru, Mexico, Trinidad, El Salvador and
Vietnam. The manual is revised every three years by the Inter-Provincial
Formation Commission. It represents a continuum of experience in the
development of Carmelite life from the period of vocational discernment through
initial formation.
“Our vocation as Brothers of the Blessed Virgin Mary of Mount Carmel is a form
of religious life which belongs to the Church. It flows from the Church and
participates in her mystery.”8 The goals and responsibilities of that life are spelled
out for us in the documents of both our Church and our Order. Of particular
importance for our program are documents of the Second Vatican Council, the
1

Ratio Institutionis Vitae Carmelitanae, “Carmelite Formation; a Journey of Transformation,”2000. Abbreviated as “Ratio”
and as RIVC; no. 5

2
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4
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8

RIVC, no. 19
RIVC, no. 14
RIVC, no. 10
Rule of Saint Albert, Chapter24
RIVC, no. 4
Carmelite Constitutions, 1995, no. 126
RIVC, no. 7
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instructions of the Holy See on religious and priestly formation, the Rule and
Constitutions of our Order, the Ratio Institutionis Vitae Carmelitanae, other
instructions on formation from our Order and the Program for Priestly Formation
of the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops (5th edition, 2005).
The primary task of formation is the development of the whole person. Formation
must help candidates to develop and embrace authentic ideals regarding prayer,
community life and ministry – ideals which can inspire and support them on the
path of conversion. In addition, formation should assist individuals in coming to
know themselves and in discovering their particular ways of living out the ideals
they have chosen. Growth – spiritual, intellectual, moral and emotional – is the
desired outcome of the formation process.
As the candidate passes through the various stages of formation – vocational
discernment, pre-novitiate, novitiate, the period of simple profession, and
formation for ministry – he is encouraged to deepen his contemplative outlook,
for, as the Ratio indicates, “The contemplative dimension is not merely one of the
elements of our charism (prayer, fraternity, and service): it is the dynamic
element which unifies them all.”9 “Contemplation is the inner journey of the
Carmelites, arising out of the free initiative of God, who touches and transforms
us, leading us towards unity in love with him...It is a transforming experience of
the overpowering love of God.”10 All facets of the formation program, and indeed
of Carmelite life, should have as their long-range goal the deepening of
contemplation.
Those who are called to formation ministry are engaged in a vital and demanding
apostolate, rendered all the more challenging by the cultural diversity of our
formation communities. “God’s action is mediated by formators, who are placed
as ‘older brothers’ at the side of those whom God has called.”11 The formation
directors are charged with the overall development of the candidates as
Carmelites. Their duties are outlined in the RIVC, no. 58. They include the
responsibilities of formators to accompany, to instruct, to evaluate and to help
candidates to discern the promptings of the Spirit in their lives. “The Prior
Provincial and his Council are also involved in formation – through visitations,
meetings and inquiries – and together with the formation directors make
evaluations and final decisions.”12
The ministry of formation is so complex and delicate that it would be difficult for
one person to undertake it completely on his own. This is the reason, whenever
possible, for having a formation team, which may include non-Carmelites.
Through the sharing of ideas, experiences, professional insights and mutual
support the team members exercise a helpful ministry to each other for their own
continued growth as individuals and as collaborators with life responsibilities.
9

RIVC, no. 23
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Ibid.
RIVC, no. 57
Carmelite Constitutions, 1995, no. 124
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Even with these honest efforts of the formation program to help the new
Carmelite put on the heart of Christ, the words of the Apostle Paul to the Church
at Corinth apply, “I planted, Apollos watered, but God caused the growth.
Therefore, neither the one who plants nor the one who waters is anything, but
only God, who causes the growth.”13

13

1 Corinthians 3:67
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INTERPROVINCIAL STRUCTURES
Interprovincial cooperation in regards to formation is a concrete expression of our
charism of fraternity. It is in this spirit that the Saint Elias Province and the Most
Pure Heart of Mary Province agree to cooperate in areas of mutual concern. The
main reasons which inspire us to favor a policy of collaboration are (1) our
common charism; (2) the need to have sufficient numbers of candidates at all
levels of formation in line with the General Council’s encouragement to establish
regional formation programs; and (3) the reality that duplicating formation
programs at the theological and novitiate level would not make best use of our
personnel and economic resources.
The complete program envisioned in this document is considered a Joint
Formation Program. This means that both Provinces rely on the cooperation and
mutual trust of one another while making ordinary decisions on the local scene,
respecting the canonical rights and obligations of both Priors Provincials.
Provincial and Council
The Provincial and Council of each Province are directly responsible for the
overall policy of formation in their respective Provinces. They shall be directly
involved in formation through visitations, meetings, inquiries, and with the
participation of the team, in evaluations and final decisions.
Provincial Formation Commission
Each Province will form a Provincial Formation Commission. It will include at
least a director of each level of formation and of vocation ministry. This
commission, during its regular meetings, will coordinate the overall formation
policy of the Province. The commission makes recommendations to the
Provincial Council regarding any changes in formation policy, personnel and
programs. Their primary concern is to deal with formation issues that pertain to
their own Province.
Interprovincial Formation Commission
The Interprovincial Formation Commission is concerned with issues in formation
that are of mutual concern to both Provinces. The Interprovincial Commission is
made up of all members of both Provincial Formation Commissions and a
professed student representative. The purposes of the commission are 1) to
serve as a forum for the exchanging of ideas and support among formation
personnel; 2) to serve as formation policy advisors to the respective Provincial
Councils; and 3) to serve as a means to acquaint the respective Provinces with
the programs and policies of formation.
One member of the Interprovincial Formation Commission will be elected the
chairperson of the commission. The responsibilities of the chairperson are the
following:
-8-

1. to convene, chair and establish the agenda for meetings
2. to maintain communication between various levels of formation and the
Provincial Councils
to be responsible either directly or through delegation for the revisions of
the manual. Each revision is done in the “off” Chapter year – the year
when neither Province is having a Chapter. (i.e., 2010, 2013, 2016, 2019,
etc.)
4. to discuss personnel for formation with the Interprovincial Formation
Commission and take recommendations from the Commission to the
Councils
5. to keep abreast of and provide suggestions to formation teams of pertinent
conventions, literature, and workshops.
Formation Representative for the Inter-Provincial Formation Commission
A Carmelite in formation who is in simple or solemn vows is chosen for one twoyear term by those in formation from the novitiate on. Election for this position
normally happens at the Student Gathering at Whitefriars Hall in January, or
through mail/email ballot, if necessary. This Carmelite gathers comments or
questions from his peers to be presented at the semi-annual meetings. He
serves as a voting member of the Inter-Provincial Formation Commission.
Sharing of Information and Evaluations
As each student completes a level of formation, e.g., going from the prenovitiate to the novitiate, or leaving the novitiate as a simply professed
friar, the formation director of the place he is leaving shall write up an
honest evaluation of the person. This evaluation shall note both the
strengths and gifts of the student, along with a frank description of his
difficulties and a listing of the areas in which he needs to grow if he is to
be a good candidate for our way of life. This evaluation shall be placed in
the student’s file, which is sent first to the Provincial Office and then to the
director of the next level of formation.
It is highly recommended that, in addition to writing such a report, the two
directors of the levels involved should meet with one another to discuss
the student in all his aspects. This discussion should be frank, open,
straightforward and complete. Being honest in this situation will be helpful
to the student and to those working as formators. This conversation
should also take place between the formators and intern directors.
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CARMELITE VOCATION MINISTRY
“The calling to religious life, like every vocation, is a gift from God.
We must, therefore, be attentive to the signs of the Carmelite charism in others
and have the courage to put before them a specific proposal.
The main objective of the vocations ministry is to help others discover the gift
which they carry within themselves, and respond to it by choosing the particular
lifestyle which corresponds to it. The function of the ministry is, therefore, to
accompany individuals on their journey of spiritual growth and to assist them in
the task of discernment.” (Ratio 74)
“Not only the person in charge of promoting vocations and the members of the
host community, but every community and every member, shall strive to awaken
vocations by the enthusiasm with which they live their own lives and by
introducing others to the values of our tradition and our charism.
Each provincial vocations promoter has an assistant in each community.” (Ratio
75)
Vocations are the future of our Provinces. Like other religious congregations, we
realize that vocation ministry is an integral and important provincial ministry that
has direct effects on our future. Therefore, each Province will set into place a
strategy for promoting vocations and continue to collaborate in the vocation
effort.
In our vocation ministry, we draw upon the inspiration of Mary and Elijah (as
primary models) and of Carmelites through the ages. This rich tradition offers
inspiration for a plan for vocation ministry, which includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the witness of our life
specific work for vocations
the work of vocation personnel
Provincial and Interprovincial structures for vocations
criteria for the discernment of vocations
prayer for vocations

Raising Local Community Awareness
Along with Provincial leadership those working in vocation ministry must
encourage the local communities to promote vocations, particularly among the
young. There are practical ways in which all can become involved in the
vocational ministry of the Provinces. They are the following:
1. Identify Candidates
encourage vocations
- 11 -

refer people to the vocation office
invite potential candidates into our communities
2. Renew Community life and Charism
potential candidates are looking for community and prayer
the quality of our life as men of prayer and as effective ministers is
essential to our vocation program
3. Continue our own personal development
deepen our awareness of our own vocation, responding more generously
and authentically to our own call.
4. Disseminate information about Carmelites and the vocation program.
preach on vocations
sponsor vocation awareness talks, meetings.
5. Pray
personally, in communities, in parishes, in schools, etc.)
Each Province should have sufficient personnel for promoting vocations.
Vocation directors are usually Carmelites, but in some cases lay persons serve in
this capacity. Vocation directors may be full or part-time. The function and
responsibility of the vocation directors are the following:
a) to encourage communities to develop the vocational dimension of their
lives and of their various forms of service, so as to promote vocations;
b) to promote and coordinate vocation initiatives together with local
assistants---involving, in particular, Carmelites who are in initial formation;
c) to discern the signs of a vocation in others, and to invite them to join the
Order;
d) to accompany individuals on the journey of vocational growth;
e) to liaise with diocesan and national agencies responsible for the promotion
of vocations.
Interprovincial Cooperation
Serving our Provinces as vocation directors, we have the unique opportunity of
working in collaboration with each other. Given the many common elements of
our Provinces, we are able to provide encouragement and support through some
very practical endeavors in promoting Carmelite vocations.
Efforts to collaborate will be possible only if vocation directors articulate elements
common to both Provinces as well as those that are different. Any joint planning
will necessarily include continual dialogue concerning the areas of difference. In
discovering the many common areas in our ministry, we find ways of supporting,
helping and encouraging each other in our task of calling others to respond to a
- 12 -

vocation in Carmel.
Since it is important that the vocation directors have a good working knowledge
of the formation process, one vocation director from each Province will serve as
an ex-officio member of the Interprovincial Formation Commission.
Social Media & Networking
Although a vocation to religious life in Carmel is a gift from God, it comes through
the mediation of Carmelites themselves. It is the lives of our Order’s individuals
and communities and their interactions with potential candidates that help attract
men to discern a vocation with us. In the not too distant past those types of
interactions came almost exclusively through direct personal contact. That is not
the case any longer.
Each Province has an Internet presence through various websites. Various
pieces of vocation literature are regularly updated and published by each
Province. The vocation director will provide this literature to the local Carmelite
communities and ministries.
General Territorial Guidelines
The vocation directors from the Province of the Most Pure Heart of Mary and the
Province of St. Elias will continue to work together in areas of advertisement,
vocation policies and to share experiences.
A potential candidate develops an identity with a specific Province of the Order. It
is, therefore, imperative that an association with a specific Province begins as
soon as the individual makes inquiries with the vocation director. A decision must
be made prior to filling out an application as to which North American Province a
man wishes to enter. Because of the close cooperation between the two
Carmelite Provinces represented in North America, the following general
guidelines will be followed as closely as possible.
When a person makes an inquiry and it is known where the individual resides,
the place in which the interested person lives and from where he requests
information, determines which Province responds to the inquiry.
If personal contact with a particular Carmelite is the source of the vocation
prospect, the same geographical guidelines apply, save in exceptional
circumstances; e.g., familial, personal relationship, etc. In such cases, the
situation is resolved by the dialogue and cooperation of the vocation directors
involved.
Territorial guidelines not addressed above should be referred to the Provincial
Vocation Director. Candidates from areas where the Order is already present are
advised to make contact with the Carmelites there to proceed with their inquiry
and discernment.
Each Province is free to advertise and, through personal contact, to seek
- 13 -

candidates anywhere there is interest, respecting the Carmelite provincial
presence in focused areas. In responding to inquiries, the following territorial
guidelines
on
the
East
coast
will
be
followed:
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Most Pure Heart of Mary
Archdiocese of Boston
Diocese of Buffalo
New Jersey
Delaware
Maryland
Virginia
West Virginia
District of Columbia
Pennsylvania:
Erie, Altoona-Johnstown
Harrisburg and Pittsburgh
Florida Dioceses:
Venice
Pensacola-Tallahassee
St. Petersburg

Saint Elias
Massachusetts (excluding the
Archdiocese of Boston)
Rhode Island
Connecticut
Maine
Vermont
New Hampshire
New York State (excluding the
Diocese of Buffalo)
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Pennsylvania Dioceses:
Philadelphia, Allentown, Scranton
and Greensburg
Florida Dioceses:
St. Augustine, Orlando, Palm Beach,
Miami

Vocation Discernment Weekends
There are mature men who are experiencing a sense of God’s call in their lives. In order
to help men discern their call from God, each Province will sponsor vocation discernment
weekends that will be planned by the vocation directors in collaboration with other
members of the Province. The content and the experience of these discernment
weekends will help these men answer the questions about whether they are called to
live the Carmelite life.
The purpose of the discernment weekend is to introduce men to our way of life. It is a
chance for them to ask questions of Carmelites. The retreat is centered on the topics of:
Christian commitment, prayer, the vows, fraternity, ministry and the charism and
spirituality of the Order.
Procedure/Criteria for Entrance into the Formation Program
The person choosing to make application to enter the Carmelite formation program does
so only at the invitation of the vocation director. The application process is a formal
procedure, which must be guided by the vocation director. The individual should
specifically request admission into the religious community.
“To be admitted to the pre-novitiate, candidates must show signs of a certain degree of
human maturity, a living relationship with Jesus as the Lord of their lives, a definite
ecclesial and social awareness, and the Carmelite vocation. The evaluation of these
signs shall be made by the vocation promoter. Through contacts with his family, his
neighborhood, his parish, and the movements or associations which have had a
formative role in his life.” Ratio no. 79
1. Age
-from at least 18 years of age to a maximum of 39 years

Age requirement: SEL: 18-35 PCM: 18-39
2. Education
A high school diploma is required
3. A convert is to wait 2 years before Admission
4. A candidate from a former seminary or religious institute using the Norms Concerning
Reapplication for Priestly Formation--- USCCB Number 2 “…no subsequent
application will be considered in the two years following such dismissal.”
5. Capable of undertaking the obligations of the vowed life
-poverty, chastity and obedience
-recognizes the public nature of the vowed life, usually demonstrated by a
willingness to enter into public ministry in the Church
-A review of publicly accessible content on all social media, personal blog sites,
and websites associated with accounts controlled by the Candidate.
-A candidate is to visit at least one of our Priories and/ or Formation Houses
6. Psychological/Emotional
-ability to express emotions
-healthy self-image
-some level of personal integration consistent with their Christian ideals
-capable of interdependence
-demonstrated an ability to live the celibate life for the last 2 years
-demonstrates a consistent ability to commit himself in the following areas:
• employment
• friendships
• religious practices and communities
7. Community
-flexible and patient, can deal with loneliness
-has a basic understanding of authority
-takes part in community
8. Intellectual
-sufficient intelligence to do advanced studies in philosophy and theology
-ability to be creative, responsible and independent in thought
-demonstrates academic capability (e.g., can carry a regular class load)
9. Health
-demonstrates good stewardship of his health by reasonable management of any
health issues (e.g., his weight, responsible use of alcohol, etc.)
10. Spiritual
-has a relationship with God
-has been a practicing Roman Catholic in good standing for at least 5 years
- 16 -

-values prayer and sacraments
-is open to spiritual growth and direction
-has some knowledge of Catholic doctrine
-a candidate is to participate in a Province sponsored Vocation weekend.
11. Carmelite
-attraction to Carmelite charism
-some understanding of the spirit and works of the Order
-awareness of Order as community
12. Apostolic
-willingness and ability to work
-desire to devote his life to God’s work in the Church
-capacity to share in the ordinary work of the Province
-possesses an attitude of outreach and service to others
13. Financial
-free of outstanding personal debts and obligations except education loans.
Educational loans will be paid in full at solemn vows but the Provinces will make
the necessary arrangements and payments to creditors so that the loans do not
default while the candidate is in our formation program.
Once it is determined by the vocation director that these requirements are met, the
candidate is encouraged to begin the application process. Respecting the confidentiality
of the candidate, the vocation director will see to it that the following are done:
Application Process:
1. Each candidate is invited to visit at least one of our houses. The vocation director
or a team member will accompany him. The person’s ability to interact with others
is assessed.
2. Each candidate should try to participate in one of the Province-sponsored
vocation discernment weekends. Those candidates that seem acceptable are
encouraged to begin the application process by the vocation director. This
includes:
A. a written autobiography – at least 12-15 pages
B. applicants personal inventory Form C
C. Application for Admission to the Formation Program Form D
D. Criminal background check A) Form H-1 Release of Information for
Background Checks B) form H2-Praesidium C) Social Media and Credit
Form H-1 Release of Information for Background Checks.
E. Medical History Form and Immunization Record Form I
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F. Transcripts/certificates (all college level transcripts, and if none, high
school transcripts. 2 official transcripts---one sent to the Vocation Office
and one to be sent directly to the College/University Admission Office.
G. Legal Documents: copies of birth certificate, drivers license, passport,
social security card
H. Church Documents copies of Baptism and Confirmation certificates
I. Annulment or declaration of nullity, if previously married
J. checking vocation database and other vocational files to determine if the
candidate has had previous vocational contact or been in formation with
the Province(s) taking note of any special notations from the previous
director and formators at the time.
3. Prior to admission each candidate is to undergo
•

•
•

psychological evaluation conducted by a licensed psychologist, which
includes projective tests (e.g., Bender-Gestalt, House, Tree, Person,
Rorschach), intelligence tests (e.g., Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale),
personality tests (e.g., Meyers-Briggs, MMPI-2) vocational interest tests (e.g.,
Strong Interest Inventory, Edwards Personal Preference Schedule, Ministry
Potential Discerner).
Along with these tests, a detailed interview will be done. A good assessment
should be made particularly of a person’s interpersonal relationship patterns
and level of psycho-sexual maturity.
All applicants will be given a specific test for screening sexual history such as
the Clarke Sexual Inventory.

4. Applicant’s Release Form E---Following the guidelines of the USCCB called
Norms Concerning Reapplication for Priestly Formation “At the time of future
application the applicant must permit the release of all relevant information
concerning his departure from any previous program of Priestly formation or
institute of consecrated life or society of apostolic life…to whom he is applying.”
7. When the Application is completed, the Admissions Board is convened.
The members of the Admission Board for both the PCM and SEL Provinces
consist of the Prior Provincial, the Director of Vocations, the Director of Formation.
The Vocation Director(s) presents the candidate to the Board of Admissions. The
Vocation Director prepares the Board members with all the pertinent information
about the candidate. The Prior Provincial, with the advice of the Admission Board,
decides the outcome of the candidate. A formal letter is sent to the candidate of
the outcome.
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THE PRE-NOVITIATE IN GENERAL
Purpose
The purpose of the pre-novitiate is to prepare the candidates for entry into the novitiate
where their journey as Carmelite religious will begin. Its purpose is:
•
•
•
•
•

to deepen their faith and learn to own it more personally
to deepen their knowledge of themselves, of their personal and social history,
and their backgrounds.
to facilitate on-going discernment of their vocation to Carmel.
to introduce the pre-novice to religious life, especially as it is lived in the
Province.
to prepare the pre-novice for the novitiate and further stages of initial
formation.

Introduction
The Ratio states,
To be admitted to the pre-novitiate, candidates must show signs of a certain degree of
human maturity, a living relationship with Jesus as Lord of their lives, a definite ecclesial
and social awareness, and a Carmelite vocation.14
Pre-novices must be able to accept the demanding challenges of the formative process,
and to choose to follow, freely and responsibly, their Carmelite vocation, for which they
feel sufficiently mature.15
The first questions we ask are whether the candidate shows the signs of a vocation to
Carmelite life and whether he appears to have the human and Christian qualities
required to live this life. It is important to be very clear from the beginning.16
The Ratio identifies many tasks for the period of the pre-novitiate.17 These include:
1) discernment on the part of the candidate concerning his potential vocation;
2) evaluation of the suitability of the candidate by the community according to the
criteria given in the Ratio and Formation Manual;
3) accompaniment, which refers to the formation program. The program should
address itself to questions of human, psychological and vocational maturity,
academic preparation for the novitiate and post novitiate studies, catechesis and
a deepening in Christian formation, knowledge of religious life and the specific
values of Carmel as specified in the Program of Carmelite Studies in the Ratio,
and the interiorization of the values involved in following Christ.
14
15
16
17

RIVC, no. 70
RIVC, no. 72
RIVC, no. 80
RIVC, no. 58
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Discernment
Various means are offered to the candidate during the period of pre-novitiate in order to
assist them in discerning their vocation. There are three elements to this process: 1)
one-to-one sessions, 2) group dynamics, and 3) spiritual direction.
1. In the one-to-one sessions, the candidate meets with the formation director on a
regular basis; the dialogue aids the candidate to appraise more objectively the
happenings of his life. In the discussion there is focus on various aspects of the
pre-novitiate experience; the candidate's relational, academic, ministerial and
spiritual life as well as his participation in the life of the community. The candidate
begins to see the events of his life in the context of following “in allegiance to
Jesus Christ” according to the charism.
2. Group sessions are conducted on a monthly basis by an outside facilitator. The
purpose of these sessions is to work on communications skills, to help improve
the students’ communication skills and interpersonal skills, to give and receive
helpful and honest feedback on interpersonal skills, and to assist peer interaction.
3. Each candidate is required to have a spiritual director with whom he meets
monthly. The purpose is to guide him in his spiritual life by helping him to reflect
upon his relationship with the Lord, his vocation and his experiences in the light of
faith and the Gospel.
Counseling and therapy services will be available to the students at the determination of
the Pre-Novitiate Director.
Evaluation
Evaluation occurs regularly throughout the formation process. One-to-one and group
sessions provide opportunities for informal feedback. The annual formal evaluation of
each pre-novice occurs in March.
There are three norms for evaluation (1) the candidate’s call from God and the call
coming from that relationship are crucial in determining the fitness of the candidate; (2)
candidates should be capable of undertaking the obligations of the religious state in our
Order and of progressing towards fuller maturity; and (3) it is not envisioned that the
expected qualities be fully developed, but it is essential that evidence of their potential is
present.
Nine qualities are the subject of evaluation: (1) psychological maturity, (2) ability to live in
community, (3) sufficient intellectual ability, (4) spiritual maturity, (5) growth in Carmelite
identity, (6) experience of, as well as a basic understanding of, good liturgy and ministry,
(7) self-sacrifice - the ability to give of oneself to the community generously, (8) good
personal health habits, (9) ability to develop a mature and integrated celibate sexuality.
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Accompanying
Candidates are invited to live in a community established for new members. The
purpose of this community is to assist in the tasks of discernment and evaluation.
Activities are structured to determine whether or not the candidate has sufficient human
and Christian maturity for undertaking the novitiate and has the proper academic
background and ability to complete the studies necessary for formation. The candidate
should possess a balanced affectivity, especially sexual, which presupposes the
acceptance of the other, man or woman. Finally, the candidate has to have the ability to
live in community in the form determined by the Carmelite charism.
Ministry
Each pre-novice is expected to have an “outside” ministry. The pre-novice is to
determine what ministry he would like to do and its schedule, with the approval of the
Pre-Novitiate Director. The time and energy invested in this ministry should not restrict
his participation in community life or academics.
Community Life
Each pre-novice is expected to be regular in his participation in both the formal and
informal aspects of community life. The formal aspects include communal prayer,
communal meals, formation sessions (weekly and monthly), house jobs, house meetings
and ministry commitments. The informal aspects include being present and hospitable to
guests, recreating together, helping each other in house jobs and in studies, and
participating in community activities and events.
Involvement in our Carmelite community life is demonstrated by a commitment to the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

attend Eucharist and communal prayers, meals and recreation daily;
spend time alone and quietly;
read and reflect upon scripture;
invest himself in the community and not feel compelled to rely solely on outside
friendships and relationships;
manifest generosity in doing his house chores and giving of his time to others;
share openly his relationships both inside and outside community;
maintain a reasonable personal appearance and care of his room;
manifest honesty, responsibility and accountability in relationship to himself and
others;
extend hospitality to his own and others’ guests;
minister outside the Carmelite community as well as within.

Sharing of Information and Evaluations
As each student completes a level of formation, e.g., going from the pre-novitiate to the
novitiate, or leaving the novitiate as a simply professed friar, the formation director of the
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place he is leaving shall write up an honest evaluation of the person. This evaluation
shall note both the strengths and gifts of the student, along with a frank description of
his difficulties and a listing of the areas in which he needs to grow if he is to be a good
candidate for our way of life. This evaluation shall be placed in the student’s file, which
is sent first to the Provincial Office and then to the director of the next level of formation.
It is highly recommended that, in addition to writing such a report, the two directors of
the levels involved should meet with one another to discuss the student in all his
aspects. This discussion should be frank, open, straightforward and complete. Being
honest in this situation will be helpful to the student and to those working as formators.
This conversation should also take place between the formators and intern directors.

(Appendix)MATTERS FOR DISCERNMENT: A Series of Questions for Ongoing
Discernment in all levels of the Formation Process
Use the following series of questions for a self-evaluation. This evaluation can be done
privately, prayerfully for ongoing discernment and transformation process. Some parts
of it might be done with a close and trusted friend.
Human Formation
- Do I have a sense of joy and deep peace in my life as a Carmelite?
- Am I at home with the Carmelites?
- Am I approachable, hospitable and welcoming?
- Do I relate well to my brother Carmelites, encouraging them and also challenging
them in their vocations?
- Do I have and cultivate warm, healthy friendships with other Carmelites, priests,
women religious, lay men and lay women? Are these relationships open rather
than secretive or exclusive?
- Do I cultivate healthy pastimes, hobbies that make me a well-rounded, growing,
and interesting person?
- Do I have sufficient self-knowledge, knowledge of my talents, and of my strengths
and weaknesses?
- Am I aware of and sensitive to the different ways in which most men and women
react to situations, or the differences in which men and women experience
relationships?
- Do I have self-discipline, an ordered life that I am in control of, rather than pushed
or pulled in every direction, and wasting time?
- Do I have a true and wholesome self-esteem rather than a very low self-esteem
which can lead to aggression, jealousy, defensiveness, arrogance and bullying?
- Do I like myself, or at times dislike or even hate myself? Do I have a healthy –
and accurate self-image?
- Am I able to persevere in pursuing legitimate goals, or do I lack focus, method,
order, and consistency in my life?
- Can I, do I, have I taken initiative for my own formation, and have I exercised
leadership in community life, activities and projects?
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-

Have I developed a sense of responsibility to take on seriously the work, study,
play, and social life in my everyday life?
Do I have a healthy, constructive attitude to authority, ready to be critical,
transparent, participative, and yet deeply responsive, responsible and obedient.
Am I aware and appreciative of my own sexual orientation? How do I relate to
one who may have a different or a bisexual orientation? Am I able to discuss this
with my spiritual director?
Do I regularly review my own character or run away from this review? Do I allow,
and at times ask others to criticize and evaluate me and my character and growth
as a Carmelite?
Am I balanced - somewhere between extreme extrovert and extreme introvert,
thus with a balance between social skills, outreach, and appropriate selfreflection?
Am I basically stable in my emotions, or excessively prone to moodiness,
impulsive or erratic?
Am I open, able to disclose myself when helpful, or overly defensive, and thus
fearful, lacking in confidence and unable to be formed?
Do I carry unresolved anger? How do I deal with anger? Have I been able to heal
broken relationships?
Am I overly assertive so that I do not listen? Or am I under-assertive so that I do
not use or contribute my talents and gifts sufficiently?
Am I able to restrict my use of the Internet, email and social media, making
prudent decisions about these tools?

Spiritual Formation
• Am I in touch with God, and able to speak about and share my experience of
God? Do I have a devotion to Jesus in the Eucharist and in the Gospels?
• Do I regularly benefit from the Sacrament of Reconciliation?
• Am I faithful and regular in my prayer life? Am I faithful to Lectio Divina?
• Am I developing a strong interior life?
• Do I have a regular, positive relationship with a spiritual director, confessor or soul
friend?
• Do I cherish silence and recollection? Do I schedule regular periods of solitude –
able to be by myself and with my God?
• Do I value celibacy as a personal call, gift, and grace of the Holy Spirit?
• Am I at peace and comfortable with my celibacy?
Carmelite Formation
• Do I have an affinity with the Carmelite charism by showing an interest in prayer,
in listening to the Word, in fraternal service and in the Marian tradition?
• Am I making my own, interiorizing the spiritual practices of Carmel, seeing them
as needs for my personal growth and holiness, and not simply as duties or rules
imposed?
• Do I relate to Mary as a model of faith, Mother and Sister?
• Do I show a lively interest in the spirit and works or the Order and Province?
• Am I able and willing to take part in and create a community of fraternal
relationships?
• Am I able to develop and maintain proper boundaries in relations?
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•

Am I free from internal and external pressures to join the Order?

Intellectual Formation
• Am I eager to learn, to grow in knowledge and understanding of the faith?
• Am I developing a habit of reading - reading both religious and high quality
secular literature?
• Do I have a growing familiarity and friendship with the Scriptures, as well as
growing in an up to date critical understanding and study of the Scriptures?
• Do I see my formation as a Carmelite as only the beginning and thus see the
need for ongoing study and reading. Do I realize that I do not have all the
answers and never will?
• Am I interested in, knowledgeable of and value the intercultural expressions of
living in Carmel, so that I can assist in the inculturation of the faith? Do I see and
appreciate values in traditional culture that are in conformity with the gospel?
• Am I able to express the theology and teaching of the Church in ways others that
are pastoral and effective?
• Is my faith rooted in the Christian tradition, but also vibrant with contemporary
directions and developments in theology?
• In light of the reality of sin, do I see all theology as leading to justice and involving
a message of liberation?
• Is my vision of Church and religious life/priesthood shaped and formed by the
documents of Vatican II and subsequent church documents?
Pastoral Formation
• Not only do I pray, but can I lead and guide others in prayer?
• Do I take advantage of pastoral opportunities, and workshops, lectures on
pastoral issues?
• Do I see and find Jesus in the persons I live with, and the persons I serve?
• Am I able to relate to persons of varied ethnic and religious traditions, and not
show favoritism to a particular group.
• Do I take time and effort to improve my speech, my diction, my ability to project
my voice to a large group?
• Either through classes or on my own, have I learned a system or at least the
essentials of bookkeeping, of keeping financial records?
• Do I appreciate the distinctive role and mission of the laity in the Church and in
the world?
• Do I listen to others, feel with them, so as to empathize with their joys and
sorrows?
• In accord with Catholic teaching, am I strongly pro-life, beginning with life in the
womb, with those on the fringes of society, and reaching out to the aged at the
end of their lives?
• Do I see, exercise and grow in the practice or ministry of conversation, engaging
in constructive dialogue with my Carmelite brothers and beyond? Am I able to
enter into mature dialogue with staff who work in our houses and ministries as
well as my brothers?
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•
•
•

Do I have a critical (positive and negative) awareness, use of, and relationship
with the various media and communication technologies? Am I able to instill this
critical awareness in others?
Can I cooperate in common projects and collaborate as a member of a team or
am I overly individualistic or even hostile to some groups or individuals?
Do I see the need to collaborate with other Carmelites, and increasingly with the
laity in carrying out the mission of the Church?

Praesidium
At every level of formation the student will adhere to the standards of the Praesidium,
Inc., accreditation program (see Appendix 8 – “Praesidium, Inc.,” pg. 70) and participate
in the program’s training and updating in a timely manner.
Departure from Community
If a student is asked to leave the formation program, or if he decides to withdraw from
the program, the formation director will write a one-page summary outlining the reasons
for his departure from the program as well as a recommendation whether he should be
re-admitted to the program at a future date. If the student applies to any other seminary
or house of formation, there will be a sharing of information as deemed appropriate by
the Provincial with the diocese, religious community or seminary. A copy is to remain in
the provincial archives or other suitable place, along with any other material according to
provincial guidelines, until such time that it is highly unlikely the student will be
reapplying to another diocese, religious community or seminary.
Program Evaluation
Before the end of each year, the formator(s) will develop and administer a written
evaluation of the formation and community experience to be completed by the students.
ST. ELISEUS PRIORY – SEL RESIDENTIAL PRE-NOVITIATE
Entrance Procedure
When a candidate has been accepted into the formation program as a pre-novice, the
pre-novice director contacts him to let him know when to arrive and what he should bring
with him. The program at St. Eliseus Priory usually begins either in the latter part of
August or the beginning of January. New pre-novices are expected to arrive at the
house in time to engage in the Orientation Program.
Orientation Program
The year begins with a one-week program of orientation to the house, the local
community and the religious life, followed by participation in the Carmelite Studies
Program in Washington, DC. The pre-novices will also complete their registration
programs at the schools they will attend.
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Workshops and Retreats
During the academic year, the pre-novices attend selected sessions of the
Intercommunity Candidate Program sponsored by the Religious Formation Conference,
Region 2. These workshops are usually held on Saturdays and Sundays at a location
where candidates from different communities can join in learning about their vocation. All
pre-novices participate in the Carmelite Studies Programs held at Whitefriars Hall each
year. In addition, there are Days of Recollection in the Priory twice a year, as well as a
five day annual retreat.”
Academics
Students who are accepted into the pre-novitiate without having earned a bachelor’s
degree will attend Immaculate Conception School of Theology at Seton Hall University
and, in most cases, follow a course of studies leading to a B.A. in Catholic Theology with
a concentration in Philosophy (ThPh). The particulars of the program will be worked out
in consultation with the Insert “Associate Dean of the” school and the pre-novice director.
Students who have earned a bachelor’s degree before acceptance will attend
Immaculate Conception School of Theology at Seton Hall University and apply for the
M.Div. program of study. Emphasis will be on completing the requirements of the current
Program of Priestly Formation in preparation for the study of theology.
Detailed application procedures for both the B.A. and M.Div. programs can be found
online by logging into the website of the Immaculate Conception School of Theology at
Seton Hall must be submitted.
Students who are accepted into the pre-novitiate in need of English Language studies
will attend an ESL program at the recommendation of the pre-novice director. After the
initial ESL studies, each pre-novice will be transferred into the ESL Program at Seton
Hall University until the appropriate level is reached. Prior to novitiate, all ESL students
will need to complete the TOEFL test to an acceptable level.
Summer plans for all candidates will be worked out in consultation with the Provincial
and the pre-novice director.
Financial Responsibility
Acceptance of candidates is not based upon the financial resources of the candidate. As
a rule students are responsible for all of their tuition, books, college fees, personal
spending and travel money. Each student is encouraged to seek out financial aid from
his school. All students are responsible for their telephone and postage expenses.
Students who are in the United States using a student (F-1) visa are not able to work
and so are exempt from having to pay for their tuition, books, etc. Pre-novices who have
completed their Bachelor’s degree and will be taking philosophy courses are also
exempt from paying their tuition and books. Financial arrangements for each candidate
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are discussed with the vocation director in consultation with the pre-novice during the
application process and confirmed by the pre-novice director after a candidate is
accepted. Any financial contribution that a student can make to help defray house
expenses is appreciated.
Undergraduate students needing financial aid should contact the Office of Financial Aid
at Seton Hall University as soon as possible upon acceptance, in order to arrange loans
and other types of funding.
Those in the formation programs of the St. Elias Province are responsible for the
payment of the cost of their undergraduate education. For those who have outstanding
loans, the Province will assume the payment of these loans at the time of simple
profession and for as long as the brother remains in the Province.
If the pre-novice has brought his own automobile it is to be disposed of (sold, given to
family, or donated) before he enters the novitiate.
Peer Evaluations
During the spring evaluation of students, each student will write out a Peer Evaluation for
each other students. He would use the form given in Form J – “Pre-Novitiate Peer
Evaluation and Self-Evaluation,” pg. 94. After writing out an evaluation, he will discuss
what he had written with the student being evaluated. At the same time, the other
student will discuss his own evaluation of the first student. After hearing from all the
students in the house, he would then write a self-evaluation. The written peer and selfevaluations would then be discussed with the pre-novice director.
Admission to the Novitiate
When the pre-novice has fulfilled the academic requirements, has lived at the prenovitiate for a minimum of one academic year, has completed the above evaluation
process, and he and the director have discerned that he is ready to enter the novitiate
and should proceed (using the criteria in Appendix 5 – “Readiness for the Novitiate,” pg.
64), he may petition for admission to the novitiate. This petition consists of a written letter
on house stationery sent to the Provincial via the postal system (not email) requesting
admission. The Provincial will notify the pre-novice of his acceptance.
The following evaluation process will be followed for those petitioning for entrance to the
Novitiate.
1. The pre-novice follows the peer and self-evaluation process described above.
2. The director prepares a written evaluation, and shares it with the pre-novice,
3. The Provincial calls a “local chapter” to meet with the director and any solemnly
professed member of the house to discuss those pre-novices preparing for entrance
to the novitiate. The results of the written evaluations are presented at this meeting,
and the community is polled whether the student should proceed (i.e., a votation).
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The Provincial makes the final decision about admitting a pre-novice to the novitiate.
Sharing of Information and Evaluations
As each student completes a level of formation, e.g., going from the pre-novitiate to the
novitiate, or leaving the novitiate as a simply professed friar, the formation director of the
place he is leaving shall write up an honest evaluation of the person. This evaluation
shall note both the strengths and gifts of the student, along with a frank description of
his difficulties and a listing of the areas in which he needs to grow if he is to be a good
candidate for our way of life. This evaluation shall be placed in the student’s file, which
is sent first to the Provincial Office and then to the director of the next level of formation.
It is highly recommended that, in addition to writing such a report, the two directors of
the levels involved should meet with one another to discuss the student in all his
aspects. This discussion should be frank, open, straightforward and complete. Being
honest in this situation will be helpful to the student and to those working as formators.
This conversation should also take place between the formators and intern directors.
Praesidium
At every level of formation the student will adhere to the standards of the Praesidium,
Inc., accreditation program (see Appendix 8 – “Praesidium, Inc.,” pg. 70) and participate
in the program’s training and updating in a timely manner.

Departure from Community
If a student is asked to leave the formation program, or if he decides to withdraw from
the program, the formation director will write a one-page summary outlining the reasons
for his departure from the program as well as a recommendation whether he should be
re-admitted to the program at a future date. If the student applies to any other seminary
or house of formation, there will be a sharing of information as deemed appropriate by
the Provincial with the diocese, religious community or seminary. A copy is to remain in
the provincial archives or other suitable place, along with any other material according to
provincial guidelines, until such time that it is highly unlikely the student will be
reapplying to another diocese, religious community or seminary.
WHITEFRIARS HALL - PCM RESIDENTIAL PRE-NOVITIATE
Carmelite Studies Program & Orientation
The pre-novitiate begins in August prior to the Carmelite Studies Program and is
followed by an orientation to the formation program at Whitefriars and registration
for academic studies at The Catholic University of America. During this
orientation, the pre-novices are guided through various aspects of the formation
process:
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•
•
•
•

The formation process: one-to-one sessions, group, spiritual direction, etc.
The house schedule, house jobs, responsibilities, policies, etc.
The Liturgy—Celebrating the Liturgy of the Hours and the Eucharist in the
community
Study the PCM Province’s Policies for Maintaining Ethical Ministries with
Minors and Adults.

Formation-Related Experiences
Regularly scheduled meetings will be provided for the study and reflection on
Carmelite topics chosen from Carmelite Formation: A Journey of Transformation
(Ratio Institutionis Vitae Carmelitanae—RIVC, 2013).
In the Fall Semester, the topics are those that will help the pre-novice develop an
appreciation of the Carmelite charism, prayer, and community life:
•
•
•
•
•

Reading the RIVC, Parts One & Two
Introduction to community life
Introduction to the Carmelite Rule
Psychological report feedback and review
The liturgical cycle

In the Spring semester, the topics are those that deal more directly with the
charism:
• Seasons of the Heart: The Spiritual Dynamic of the Carmelite Life
• Elijah as presented in I & II Kings
• Mary as taken from Lady of the Place
Regular formation-related meetings:
• Lectio Divina (weekly)
• Group (5 sessions per semester)
• House Meetings (monthly and as needed)
• Carmelite topics—Provincial & General Chapter documents, Prior
General’s Letters and other related documents
In addition, the pre-novices may attend other programs as available on topics
such as transitions, celibate sexuality, multiculturalism, and family of origin.
Academics
During his pre-novitiate time, each pre-novice needs to meet the following
academic requirements (or its foreign equivalent) for further stages of formation:
•
•
•

A bachelor’s degree—if incomplete
30 credit hours in Philosophy
12 credit hours in Theology & Religious Studies
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•
•

English proficiency (working towards a score of 600 on the TOEFL exam
prior to his entrance to the novitiate) or completion of the Intensive English
Program at CUA
English dominant students, unless they need Special English will take a full
schedule in philosophy, theology and religious studies according to the
Program of Priestly Formation, fifth edition (PPF, 5th Edition).

Besides the above requirements, introductory courses in scripture and theology
are recommended. During the pre-novitiate period, each pre-novice is expected
to complete, insofar as possible, without unnecessarily prolonging the length of
the pre-novitiate, the academic admission requirements for The Catholic
University of America.
Each pre-novice’s academic schedule is determined by the pre-novice, the prenovitiate director and the academic advisor at his school.
Summer plans for all candidates will be worked out in consultation with the
provincial and the pre-novitiate director.
Finances
Medical coverage will be provided according to the requirements of CUA.
Charges for counseling and spiritual direction are assumed by the province.
Each pre-novice is provided with a monthly allowance and is expected to live
within this amount.
If the pre-novice has brought his own automobile, it is to be disposed of (sold,
given to family, or donated) before he enters the novitiate.
Tuition
The student is responsible for his educational costs (tuition and books) if he is
working towards a bachelor’s degree. This can be done via gifts, grants, and
student loans. The province will assume the responsibility of the loan payments
while the student is with us (as well as the loan payments of any educational
loans received prior to admission). If the student enters with a bachelor’s degree
and/or is taking ESL, or undergraduate philosophy credits (pre-requisite for
studying graduate theology), or graduate theology, then the province assumes
these educational costs.
If the pre-novice is enrolled in academic courses and he has outstanding student
loans, he will be expected to apply for loan payment deferments. Note: The
provincial treasurer will need to be notified as soon as possible if his loans are
from a Canadian source.
Evaluations
There is an annual formal evaluation of each pre-novice beginning at the latest in
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early March (using the criteria in Appendix 5 “Readiness for the Novitiate”). It is
expected to be completed in one month.
The process if four-fold:
1. Each pre-novice who is potentially ready to enter the novitiate meets with
each solemnly professed member of the community for a dialogue
regarding the candidate’s readiness to enter the novitiate;
2. Each pre-novice prepares a written self-evaluation, using Form J – “PreNovitiate Evaluation. He also prepares an evaluation of his peers, using
Form J – “Pre-Novitiate Evaluation.” He then meets with each pre-novice
to discuss these written evaluations;
3. The director prepares a written evaluation and shares it with the pre-novice
and reviews the pre-novice’s self-evaluation;
4. The director meets with the House Chapter to discuss those pre-novices
preparing for entrance to the novitiate. If the provincial is not present for
the House Chapter, the director discusses his evaluation of the prenovice’s readiness for the novitiate and the discussion of the House
Chapter with the provincial who then meets individually with each prenovice.
Decision of Admission to Novitiate
The results of the written evaluations and the discussion and vote of the House
Chapter are given to the provincial who makes the final decision about admitting
the candidate. Although there should be no surprises in light of the above
process, the director informs the pre-novice of the decision of the provincial.
Other policies and procedures for the pre-novitiate are contained in the “PreNovitiate Handbook,” given to each pre-novice at the beginning of the academic
year.

Sharing of Information and Evaluations
As each student completes a level of formation, e.g., going from the pre-novitiate
to the novitiate, or leaving the novitiate as a simply professed friar, the formation
director of the place he is leaving shall write up an honest evaluation of the
person. This evaluation shall note both the strengths and gifts of the student,
along with a frank description of his difficulties and challenges, including a list of
the areas in which he needs to grow if he is to be a good candidate for our way of
life. This evaluation shall be placed in the student’s file, which is sent to the
director of the next level of formation and then to the provincial office.
It is highly recommended that in addition to writing such a report, the two directors
of the levels involved should meet with one another to discuss the student in all
his aspects. This discussion should be frank, open, straightforward and complete.
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Being honest in this situation will be helpful to the student and to those working as
formators. This conversation should also take place between the formators and
intern directors.
Praesidium
At every level of formation, the student will adhere to the standards of the
Praesidium, Inc., the accreditation program to which the PCM Province belongs
(cf. Policies for Maintaining Ethical Ministries with Minors and Vulnerable Adults,
2017) and participate in the program’s trainings and updating in a timely manner.
(Cf. Appendix 8 – “Praesidium, Inc.”)
Departure from Community
If a student is asked to leave the formation program, or if he decides to withdraw
from the program, the formation director will write a one-page summary outlining
the reasons for his departure from the program as well as a recommendation
whether he should be re-admitted to the program at a future date. If the student
applies to any other seminary or house of formation, there will be a sharing of
information as deemed appropriate by the provincial with the diocese, religious
community, or seminary. A copy is to remain in the provincial archives or other
suitable place, along with any other material according to provincial guidelines,
until such time that it is highly unlikely the student will be reapplying to another
diocese, religious community, or seminary.

CASA Del Carmen – RESIDENTIAL PRE-NOVITIATE IN MEXICO CITY
Entrance Procedure
Each candidate must have completed secondary school (Preparatoria) before entering
the program. It is very desirable that the candidate may have completed at least two
years of higher education (Universidad). The duration at this level must not be more than
two years in which candidates will achieve the philosophy credits needed to continue
with their theological studies; as well as the achievement of the personal maturity and
integration necessary to move on to the novitiate. All candidates must report the last
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Sunday of July to participate in retreat and a week of orientation.
Orientation Program
The orientation program lasts for a week. During this period of time the pre-novices will
complete their enrollment to the schools they are attending. These are some of the
topics presented during orientation:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-novitiate handbook
Carmelite charism
The OCD presence in the Mexico metropolitan area
Formation process – face-to-face, group, spiritual direction
House schedule, house responsibilities, house politics, etc.
Introduction to the misconduct policies of the PCM Province

Monthly workshops and Other Formation Moments
Each month there will be a weekend-long workshop to cover the topics suggested by the
Ratio (i.e., Part 3 of the RIVC, Rome, 2013).
During the fall semester, these will be the topics:
•
•
•
•
•

Family Systems and Assertive Communication for Community life
Intra-Carmelite Student Gathering
Enneagram
Introduction to the Rule
Liturgy and Prayer

During the spring semester, these will be the topics:
• Affectivity and Sexuality
• Elijah and Mary in Scripture (the prophetic dimension)
• Seasons of the Heart, by John Welch, O.Carm.
• History of the Province
• Lenten Retreat
• Vision of Reality in a Global Scale / Sensibility to ecology, peace and justice
Other monthly formation events will be:
• First Monday of the month: Group
• Second Monday of the Month: Community Meeting
• Third and Fourth Mondays of the month: Carmelite Formation
Academics
During their time at Casa San Jose, candidates need to accomplish the following
academic requirements:
• Finish a Bachelor’s Degree (if the candidate has two years of university)
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• A Baccalaureate in philosophy (two years program)
• Certificate Degree in Spirituality at CEVHAC (if the candidate already has the
philosophy or theological requirements)
• Full-time theology academic load (if the candidate already has the philosophy
requirements)
Some extracurricular activities are highly recommended during the pre-novitiate.
Activities such as:
• English
• Guitar/music
• Sports
• Art
During the period of the pre-novitiate it is expected that each pre-novice completes the
admission requirements to enter the IFTIM without the need of extending it beyond this
period of two years.
The academic calendar of each pre-novice is determined between the pre-novice, the
director of formation and the school’s academic advisor.
Summer plans for all men in formation are arranged by consulting the Provincial and the
Pre-novitiate director.
Finances
Candidates will provide for their own medical expenses, if possible.
The province will provide counseling and spiritual direction fees.
If the pre-novice has brought his own car it is to be disposed of (sold, give it or donate it)
before he enters novitiate. In the meantime, at the novitiate, the car will become part of
the community fleet.
Tuition
The province will pay all academic fees and educational expenses. The student is
expected to apply for student loans, scholarships and grants.
Evaluations
Evaluation is a continual process the whole time during the year. It is an instrument
through which formators and pre-novices are able to see the progress made by them
during the year in matters of spiritual, personal, and academic development as well as
proper identity with the Carmelite lifestyle. Nonetheless, there is an annual formal
evaluation of each pre-novice at the beginning of March (using the criteria en Appendix
5, “Readiness for Novitiate, (p. 64) It is expected that each pre-novice must complete the
evaluation in a month. The process has three parts:
1. Each pre-novice will prepare a written evaluation for each of his peers using Form
J – “Pre-Novitiate Peer Evaluation and Self Evaluation” (p. 94). Then they will
meet individually with each one of the pre-novices to discuss the written
evaluation.
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2. The pre-novice who wrote the evaluations will turn it in to the Director of Prenovices on the appointed date.
3. The Director of Pre-novices will prepare a written evaluation for each of the prenovices based in part on the peer evaluations and will share it with the pre-novice.
If the pre-novice is potentially ready to enter novitiate:
1. He will meet with each one of the professed members of the community to
dialogue about the readiness of the candidate to enter novitiate.
2. The Director of Formation, the professed members of the community and the
Prior Provincial will meet to discuss those pre-novices being prepared to enter
novitiate (“House Chapter”).
3. The written evaluations are presented in the House Chapter and the community is
pooled if the pre-novice must or must not proceed to novitiate.
4. Even though there must not be any surprises in the light of this evaluation
process, the Director informs the pre-novice the decision of the Provincial.
There are other policies and procedures in “Manual de Casa San Jose,” which is given
to each pre-novice at the beginning of the academic year.
Sharing of Information and Evaluations
As each student completes a level of formation, e.g., going from the pre-novitiate to the
novitiate, or leaving the novitiate as a simply professed friar, the formation director of the
place he is leaving shall write up an honest evaluation of the person. This evaluation
shall note both the strengths and gifts of the student, along with a frank description of
his difficulties and a listing of the areas in which he needs to grow if he is to be a good
candidate for our way of life. This evaluation shall be placed in the student’s file, which
is sent first to the Provincial Office and then to the director of the next level of formation.
It is highly recommended that, in addition to writing such a report, the two directors of
the levels involved should meet with one another to discuss the student in all his
aspects. This discussion should be frank, open, straightforward and complete. Being
honest in this situation will be helpful to the student and to those working as formators.
This conversation should also take place between the formators and intern directors.
Praesidium
At each level of formation, men in formation must adhere to the standards of the
accreditation program by Praesidium, Inc. (See Appendix 8 – “Praesidium, Inc.,” p. 70)
and participate in the training and updating in a timely manner.
Departure from Community
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If a student is asked to leave the formation program, or if he decides to withdraw from
the program, the formation director will write a one-page summary outlining the reasons
for his departure from the program as well as a recommendation whether he should be
re-admitted to the program at a future date. If the student applies to any other seminary
or house of formation, there will be a sharing of information as deemed appropriate by
the Provincial with the diocese, religious community or seminary. A copy is to remain in
the provincial archives or other suitable place, along with any other material according to
provincial guidelines, until such time that it is highly unlikely the student will be
reapplying to another diocese, religious community or seminary.
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THE NOVITIATE
Brandsma Priory
Purpose
The novitiate program initiates the novice gradually to the religious life. He is invited to
walk with us in the life of the Spirit and to deepen the experience of his call to
conversion, simplicity, faith, hope and love. The purpose of this year is twofold. First, it
enables the novice to embrace the following of Jesus Christ through living the vows of
poverty, chastity, and obedience according to the Carmelite charism. Second, it prepares
the novice to make a decision in faith about the future direction of his life “with a view to
a first commitment through simple profession.”18
It is in living a life of faith in prayer, community and ministry that the novice discovers the
value and meaning of the Carmelite charism, “whether he recognizes it in himself,
whether he has experienced it and whether he has begun to identify with the Province
and with the Order.”19 This life experience gives the novice the time and space he needs
to deepen his inner journey with God and, from that foundational relationship of love,
reread and assume his story of sin and grace as he makes a decision about his
vocation.
“The consecrated life is not something isolated and marginal, but a reality which affects
the whole Church.” It is “at the very heart of the church as a decisive element for her
mission, since it ‘manifests the inner nature of the Christian calling.’” It is also “a precious
and necessary gift for the present and future of the people of God, since it is an intimate
part of her life, her holiness and her mission.”20 It is a way of opening the depths of one’s
heart to the full power of the Gospel and to the grace first granted at Baptism. It is
important to remember that “the first duty of the consecrated life is to make visible the
marvels wrought by God in the frail humanity of those who are called.”21
To live this life requires prayer, simplicity of life, and the willingness to live in relationship
with others. The novitiate seeks to provide the novice the time and space he needs to
enter this life and live it fully.
Program-Process:
1. General:
The candidate entering the novitiate will normally have lived in a Carmelite community
for at least one academic year before he is officially accepted into the novitiate by his
Provincial “or his delegate, after hearing the views of those in charge of the pre-
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novitiate.”22 He is expected to have reached a level of growth and development as
described in the section, “Readiness for the Novitiate” of this Manual of Formation
(Appendix 5, p. 64). It should be kept in mind that “the first questions we ask are whether
the candidate shows the signs of a vocation and whether he appears to have the human
and Christian qualities required to live this life. It is important to be very clear from the
beginning: if signs of a non-authentic or misdirected vocation are noticed, we must direct
the candidate to his proper path.”23 Candidates arrive at Brandsma Priory, in
Middletown, NY, no later than the first Sunday of June. They then begin a five-day
retreat. After completing the retreat, they are received into the novitiate on the evening of
the second Sunday in June and are invested with the brown habit. The ceremony for the
beginning of novitiate is very simple and takes place in the context of Evening Prayer. It
is a celebration of the Carmelite community. Hence, only Carmelite friars should attend.
The expectation or goal for a novice over the span of his novitiate year is that he be
responsible for his participation in the life of his community and in the novitiate program,
so that he can prepare himself for a decision with regard to a vowed life within the
Carmelite community. He should keep in mind that his “primary goal, beyond the
profession which he will make at the end of the year of novitiate, is a constant
commitment to conversion, which is to last throughout his life and open him to the
possibility of transformative union with God so that he may bear witness coherently to
God’s presence in the world.”24
The novitiate is established as a primary community with its own schedule, program and
budget. Other professed members who may live in the novitiate community share fully in
the life and spirit of the novitiate by their participation and interaction with the novices.
Faith life is shared through daily living and daily Eucharist, the Office of Readings,
Morning and Evening Prayer and Lectio Divina when it is done as shared prayer. Since
prayer is so important a practice for an inner journey as well as “the door to
contemplation” (Saint Teresa of Avila), the novices, as well as the professed members of
the community, are asked to spend at least one hour each day in personal solitary
prayer.
The natural tension between the personal inner journey and community life “must be
dealt with and resolved as a call to us all to journey together as brothers.”25 Working,
praying and recreating together and alone are part of this integration process.
Today, those who come to the novitiate come from a variety of cultures and languages.
This reality is part of the challenge of forming a community. “Our lifestyle, which must be
open and welcoming, invites us to share with others the communion of hearts and the
experience of God which are lived within the community.”26 Such openness has to be
22
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other-directed and involves dying to oneself. The emphasis must be on the faith that
unites all in the Church. In this way, an authentic spirituality of communion, which the
Holy Father recommends, is necessary.27 In addition, it must be kept in mind that “every
culture into which we integrate ourselves will enrich both our own understanding of the
gospel message and of our charism.”28 In the course of the year, situations arise
spontaneously where one or another culture comes to the fore. In addition, there are
cultural events planned by the novices themselves according to the cultural make-up of
the novitiate community. Also, classes and workshops on multi-cultural issues can be
presented.
These external efforts, important as they are, are only part of a spirituality of communion.
They need to be complimented by the more challenging inner work of each person to
value his own and others’ culture. Only in this way will true conversion and integration be
advanced. The diversity of cultures is an invitation to conversion. It can be an opportunity
for transformation. This process has been described as a movement from the
ethnocentric states of denial, defense, and minimization towards the ethno-relative
states of acceptance, adaptation and integration.29
Each novice is in close relationship with the novice director (s). Such a relationship
develops through personal dialogues (one-to-ones) and living together in community. In
this context the novice is challenged to continue his growth in faith and in his
understanding of what being a Carmelite means. It is important to remember “the task of
building community is a form of asceticism which requires continuous conversion and a
sense of self-denial. No one presumes too much of the others, while each rejoices in
what the others are capable of giving.”30
Usually, the novices will meet formally each week as a group. The agenda for these
meetings alternates week by week. One week they meet to discuss house business and
community concerns with the formation directors. The next week the meeting is devoted
to group process, which is conducted by an outside facilitator. The purpose of this
meeting is to foster communication and to develop skills for living community life. The
hope is to develop an atmosphere of trust and to enhance the quality of community life
leading to a greater understanding and appreciation of each person.
2. Studies Program
Keeping in mind that “the novitiate is neither a continuation nor a new kind of school”;
but that “it is a process in which theory and praxis interact, each shedding light on the
other,”31 the novices follow a yearlong studies program in order to gain a thorough
27
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foundation in the Carmelite charism.
A. During the year, the director(s) conducts classes using pertinent themes from the
Ratio (i.e., Part 3 of the RIVC, Rome, 2013), the Carmelite Spiritual Directory Project or
some other suitable Carmelite or spiritual subject.
B. During the year, various presenters come to speak on different aspects of being a
religious and being a Carmelite. As the novice begins to adjust to new people, to a new
place and a new state in life, these presenters provide an introduction to the diversity
and complexities of Carmelite life. They also incarnate that life in their very person.
Topics during this time include History of the Carmelite Order and of the Provinces,
Prayer, the Vows, major Carmelite saints and other important Carmelite persons and
texts, Spirituality and issues in the Church.
C. The novices participate in the 2-part Carmelite Studies Program. One session is held
for a week in August; the other is held near the first weekend of January. The usual site
for the Program is Whitefriars Hall in Washington, DC.
3. Ministry
From September to May, the novices are involved in no more than six hours of ministry
each week, including preparation time. This ministry experience provides the opportunity
to reflect on the mission of the Church, as well as the novice’s own ability to take up that
mission and integrate it into a contemplative lifestyle. In choosing these ministries,
attention should be given to ones that provide direct experience with working with the
marginalized and the poor.
Those students who come from countries where it is not possible to fulfill the
requirements of Praesidium (i.e. background checks, psychological testing) can only
minister under supervision until such a time these requirements can be fulfilled. This
supervision can be done in the one-to-one sessions with their respective formator, by an
on-site supervisor and through the annual written evaluations of each student.
4. The Sexual and Affective Dimensions of Life: Toward Human Integration
The human and spiritual dimensions of human sexuality and affectivity are an important
part of the lifelong inner journey of every human being. The novices are invited to reread
and assume their sexual and affective story. Parts of the program of the Conference of
Major Superiors of Men, Men Vowed and Sexual: Conversations About Celibate Chastity
(1993), have been helpful in the past. The novices are expected to work toward
integrating their human life as they talk about the significant people, their impact on
them, the healing process that might have been involved, and how they may have
influenced their vocational story. The novices also participate in a Sexuality Workshop.
In addition, at the beginning of the novitiate, the Sexual Misconduct Policy is reviewed.
The novices also attend the on-going formation programs in both provinces that are
directed to the accreditation requirements of Praesidium.
5. The Desert Experience
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“In the footsteps of the first Carmelite hermits, we too journey through the desert, which
develops our contemplative dimension. This requires self-abandonment to a gradual
process of emptying and stripping ourselves, so that we may be clothed in Christ and
filled with God. This process ‘begins when we entrust ourselves to God, in whatever way
he chooses to approach us.’”32 Keeping in mind that “we do not enter the desert by our
own will”33 the novices and directors make a ‘Desert Experience’ during the Season of
Lent. The Desert Experience takes place within the context of normal community living.
The purpose of such an experience is to encourage growth in intimacy with God, with
oneself and with others. In the context of this intimacy, the novice is asked to make a
decision about his readiness to live according to the vows of poverty, chastity and
obedience as a professed Carmelite friar.
The specific objectives of this period of the novitiate year are the following:
•
•
•
•

To experience the need for the Lord, the demands of trust in Him and the freedom
which surrender to Him brings;
To grow in the awareness of the strength and weaknesses one has in his relationship
with God, with others, and with oneself;
To articulate one’s personal spirituality and use it as a foundation for making a
decision about profession; and
To develop, in consultation with his one-to-one person, a personal spiritual project
that will aid the novice in achieving the goals of the Desert Experience. This may
include an in-depth study of the Scriptures or of a Carmelite author. It could also
include the study of a document of the Order. At the end of the Desert Experience,
the novice will discuss with his director what he had gained as a result of this project.

The Desert Experience is enhanced by increased periods of silence and solitude, day
and night. One refrains from using radios, television, the Internet and stereos, etc. during
this period, as well as advising frequent callers and others to respect this special time.
All this is to ensure that there is an increased amount of time and space for the novice to
enter deeply into his inner journey through meditation, prayer and the study of Carmelite
spiritual literature. Journal keeping also becomes a means of participating in the Desert
Experience.
Evaluation
Evaluation is an on-going process during the novitiate year. There are two levels of
evaluation: formal evaluations (novices, novice director and Provincials) and peer
evaluations.
1. Formal Evaluations
There are three formal evaluations. The first takes place in September. The second
32
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takes place in December at which the Priors Provincial take part. The last evaluation in
April is focused on discerning the novice’s readiness to take vows. The director presents
an evaluation of each novice to the Provincial. This is the time to ask questions, share
insights and give affirmations and suggestions. The Provincial meets with the individual
novice during the December evaluation.
At the request of either the Prior Provincial or the novice director, there may be an
additional evaluation before the final one.
2. Peer Evaluations
There are three peer evaluations: the first two take place around the third month and the
sixth month respectively in the following manner: a.) Each novice is asked to evaluate
his fellow novices in writing, following guidelines presented by the director. b.) Upon
receiving the written evaluation, the novice meets with each of his peers. c.) Having
received feedback from his peers, the novice writes a self-evaluation. d.) Finally, the
novice meets with the director in order to discuss the evaluations. The third and final
peer evaluation takes place around April. It follows the same procedure, but, is also a
transitional meeting where the growth of each novice over the entire year is remembered
and affirmed.
Policy for Simple Profession
After the final evaluation (see previous section), which focuses on the readiness of the
novice to make a decision about profession, the novice is free to petition his Prior
Provincial for vows in writing. The recommendations of the novice director are presented
to the respective Provincials at this time. The Prior Provincial, “after examining the
novice director's report and hearing the local chapter, shall decide on the matter with a
deliberative vote from his Council.”34 Upon approval, the novice will be admitted to
temporary vows. A copy of the novice's petition for vows shall be placed in his file.
Prior to the profession of vows, towards the end of the novitiate, each novice will make a
retreat in preparation for professing vows. The director will determine the time and place
for this retreat.
The ceremony for simple profession of vows normally takes place on the Monday after
the second Sunday in June. It is held at the National Shrine of Our Lady of Mt. Carmel in
Middletown, NY. To make profession is to embark on a new and special way of life,
calling on Christ to bring the work to completion. The ceremony is meant to be festive,
yet simple. Hence announcements, programs, music and decorations should all reflect
this emphasis. Attendance is limited to Carmelites, friends of the Carmelite community
and to members of the novice’s family.
Responsibilities of the Novice Director
The novice director is entrusted by the Province of the Most Pure Heart of Mary and the
Province of St. Elias with the primary responsibility of accompanying the novices toward
34
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the achievement of the purpose of the novitiate. In their day-to-day living with the
novices, the immediate object of their attention is the life experience of these men in the
areas of faith, prayer, community and ministry. The director must “accompany the
novices along the journey of transformation, helping them to discern the signs of the
action of the Spirit in their lives, and to acquire and develop a contemplative attitude.”35
The director seeks to support their growth by: a.) Sharing the community life at
Brandsma Priory, b.) Participating in their program of studies, c.) Evaluating the novices,
and, above all, d.) Engaging in personal dialogue (one-to-one meetings) with each
novice. The document, Vita Consecrata, identifies personal dialogue as the chief
instrument of formation. It says that personal dialogue is “a practice of irreplaceable and
commendable effectiveness which should take place regularly and with a certain
frequency.”36 In our program these personal dialogues with each novice usually take
place every two weeks.
Since “the principal responsibility for formation lies with the novice” himself,37 the director
accompanies more than directs. The novice’s willingness to take the initiative for his
participation in our life and for the integration of its various dimensions in his personal life
is a clear gauge of the desired growth for which the novice director is seeking.
The responsibility and initiative begins with the novice’s experience of living in our
community. The director seeks to help the novice articulate that experience, to identify
the challenges it presents to him and the obstacles he experiences. He also affirms the
growth that takes place in the way the novice relates to the various members of the
community.
The heart of our life is contemplation.38 “However, it is important to speak specifically
about prayer, which is the door to contemplation.”39 The director encourages the
novice’s growth in this foundational relationship by providing him with the opportunity to
discuss it with them. In addition, he discusses his attentive listening to the Word40 in his
prayer, study, reflection and his participation in group Lectio Divina. The novice’s
experience of the liturgical life of the community is discussed; i.e., what liturgy means to
him, how he translates it into the other dimensions of his life and the steps he is taking to
both increase his participation in it and the fruit it bears in his life. To deepen this
process, the novice is also asked, “to choose an appropriate spiritual director in
consultation with the formator.”41
The director seeks to provide an atmosphere of silence and solitude in the novitiate.
They challenge and support the novice to contribute to that atmosphere in general and
by specific norms. The director encourages the novice’s efforts to grow in his
35
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appreciation for the necessity of silence and solitude as an aid in his continual growth in
relationship with the Lord.
The director assists the novice to reach out beyond himself and the community in some
form of ministry. Such assistance comes in the form of helping him identify his strengths
and weaknesses in relating to people in ministry and encouraging him in his efforts to
turn his weaknesses into strengths. At the same time, the director points out that ministry
might help the novice deal with his own limitations because “the authentic contemplative
journey allows us to discover our own frailty, our weakness, our poverty – in a word – the
nothingness of human nature: all is grace. Through this experience, we grow in solidarity
with those who live in situations of deprivation and injustice. As we allow ourselves to be
challenged by the poor and by the oppressed, we are gradually transformed, and we
begin to see the world with God’s eyes and to love the world with his heart.”42
Relationships are at the heart of the Christian life: relationship with God and relationship
with others. The director encourages the novice to reread his relationships both within
and outside of the community, with men as well as with women. He explores with him his
experience and understanding of these relationships and the meaning they have in his
life as a religious. The novitiate is the beginning of religious life.43 The director seeks to
develop a positive attitude toward change and growth in the novice, which this new form
of life entails, to enable him to see the hand of the Lord in the events and people of his
life, and to help him strengthen his commitment to respond to God in faith.
Finances
Because of the joint nature of the Inter-Provincial Novitiate Program, the novitiate
operates on its own budget to which both Provinces contribute. The procurator of
Brandsma Priory prepares a budget that contains expenses for room and board, monthly
budget, education, ordinary living costs, etc. The budget is then sent to the two
Provincial Procurators who then submit it for approval by the Provincial Councils. Each
Province contributes to the budget according to the number of novices it has present in
the novitiate that year.
In order to facilitate the house treasurer’s task and encourage personal responsibility, a
monthly allowance is provided to each novice for his personal needs.
Capital improvements of Brandsma Priory are undertaken by the Saint Elias Province
through the Provincial Procurator of the Saint Elias Province.
Transitions
If the next assignment of the student begins shortly after profession, then the newly
professed becomes the responsibility of the local community and supervisor as soon as
he arrives. If there is a short lapse of time between the profession and the beginning of
internship or theological studies, then the plan spells out who is responsible for the
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newly professed during this interim period and whose budget will support the man during
this period.
In some cases, e.g., school community, the assignment may not begin until the end of
the summer. In these cases, there should be an outline of the summer agenda for the
newly professed. This plan should be in place as soon as possible after the Desert
Experience. It should clearly spell out who is responsible for the summer activities and
funding of the newly professed. It should take into account 1) when the assignment
begins, 2) who will accompany the newly professed until that assignment begins and 3)
budget concerns.
The newly professed will receive an allowance and a vacation allowance from the
novitiate for the months of June and July. Their August allowance will be the
responsibility of the intern site or Whitefriars Hall.
Sharing of Information and Evaluations
As each student completes a level of formation, e.g., going from the pre-novitiate to the
novitiate, or leaving the novitiate as a simply professed friar, the formation director of the
place he is leaving shall write up an honest evaluation of the person. This evaluation
shall note both the strengths and gifts of the student, along with a frank description of his
difficulties and a listing of the areas in which he needs to grow if he is to be a good
candidate for our way of life. This evaluation shall be placed in the student’s file, which is
sent first to the Provincial Office and then to the director of the next level of formation.
It is highly recommended that, in addition to writing such a report, the two directors of the
levels involved should meet with one another to discuss the student in all his aspects.
This discussion should be frank, open, straightforward and complete. Being honest in
this situation will be helpful to the student and to those working as formators. This
conversation should also take place between the formators and intern directors.
Praesidium
At every level of formation the student will adhere to the standards of the Praesidium,
Inc., accreditation program (see Appendix 8 – “Praesidium, Inc.,” pg. 70) and participate
in the program’s training and updating in a timely manner.
Departure from Community
If a student is asked to leave the formation program, or if he decides to withdraw from
the program, the formation director will write a one-page summary outlining the reasons
for his departure from the program as well as a recommendation whether he should be
re-admitted to the program at a future date. If the student applies to any other seminary
or house of formation, there will be a sharing of information as deemed appropriate by
the Provincial with the diocese, religious community or seminary. A copy is to remain in
the provincial archives or other suitable place, along with any other material according to
provincial guidelines, until such time that it is highly unlikely the student will be
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reapplying to another diocese, religious community or seminary.
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THE CARMELITE INTERNSHIP
The Carmelite internship is an opportunity for the professed Carmelite student to
experience community living in a Carmelite house other than a house of formation and to
participate in the life and ministry of that community. It is a supervised experience. The
Carmelite intern is helped to assess his developing maturity, his identification with the
Carmelite community, his performance in the role of minister, and his integration of the
initial formation experience within a different life setting. Important practical skills are
acquired as the student perceives how theology, the tradition of the Church and our
Carmelite charism shed light on community living and on contemporary pastoral
situations. Through prayer, participation in the life of the local community and
supervision, the intern’s pastoral experience is integrated with the rest of his life.
In most cases, the duration of the internship is a minimum of one year and a maximum
of two. The decision about the duration of the internship belongs to the Provincial in
consultation with the Council, having listened to the intern, his supervisor, the local
community and intern director.
Placement
The internship placement process starts after the ninth month novitiate evaluation. The
novitiate formators begin the dialogue with the novices, the Provincials and their
Councils, and the intern directors about possible placements in the respective Province
for the future intern or whether the novice would benefit from a year of theological
education. If the recommendation is for a year at Whitefriars Hall, then the process for an
internship placement occurs during the second semester at Whitefriars. The process
then follows the procedure for any other assignment in the Province safeguarding
regular community life and proper supervision in the ministry.
Once the placement has been made the intern director will communicate with the prior of
the local community and the designated supervisor to review the responsibilities of the
community regarding the intern. In consultation with the formation team and with the
principal/pastor he will make recommendations about the teaching/ministry of the intern
based on the needs and skills of the new intern and the placement.
Professional preparation and ongoing professional development are expected of interns
as they are of any member of the Province involved in ministry. Determination of
appropriate preparation and ongoing development will be worked out by the
principal/pastor, supervisor, the intern director and intern.
In the PCM Province, the guidelines provided in Appendix 7 – “Internship Placement in a
Secondary School” (pg. 68) will be followed in all cases where the intern is assigned to a
secondary school apostolate.
Supervision
Ordinarily a member of the Carmelite community will be appointed by the Provincial
Council as the supervisor. He need not be the prior of the community or the
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administrator of the placement.

His responsibilities cover four areas:
1. Orientation
The supervisor establishes a hospitable milieu for the new Carmelite: acquaints him with
the physical surroundings, introduces him to fellow Carmelites and placement personnel,
and familiarizes him with the administrative and community procedures and lifestyle of
the local community including how financial matters are handled. Generally, the aim of
this stage is to provide a sense of welcome and mutual endeavor within an adult learning
context.
2. Contracting
Together the intern and supervisor establish goals for living in community and working in
ministry. For example, community items of concern could be: voting, allowance, common
activities and cultural sensitivity. They will list responsibilities, specific activities to be
performed in achieving these goals and include vacation and holidays. Mutual
expectations also are aired and agendas surfaced so that a learning environment is
initiated. The contract becomes a springboard for accountability, support and reflection.
A copy of this contract will be sent to the intern director at a time he specifies and is
subject to his review and approval. See Appendix 6 – “Preparing the Internship Learning
Contract” (pg. 66) and Form L – “Learning Contract for Internship” (pg. 97).
3. Supervisory Session
This session is most important and should be specified in the contract. This biweekly,
one hour meeting provides the opportunity for candid discussion and reflection about
any aspect of the internship. Conflict may arise within the intern’s routine experiences.
The intern’s feelings and understanding about such conflict become significant for the
learning and integration process. Agendas for the sessions will be mutually developed
but the intern is expected to take the initiative in using the supervisory sessions for his
maximum benefit.
4. Evaluation
Evaluation is an integral part of the Carmelite internship and is meant to be an aid as
well as an assessment. The supervisory session is the ordinary time for evaluation. Both
the intern and the supervisor look at their relationship and the goals and tasks of the
contract. They review the intern’s strengths and areas for growth, whether in community
living or ministry, and assess progress in meeting agreed upon expectations. Emphasis
is not merely on functional performance but also on the dynamics underlying behavior. In
this manner the intern has a realistic appraisal of his ministerial and communal
experience.
Written Evaluations
Annually the intern and supervisor will each present a written evaluation to the intern
director. These evaluations will be co-signed. (see Form M, pg. 98) Also annually, the
community in which the intern resides will evaluate him and present a written summary
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of this evaluation to the intern director (see the appropriate section of Form M).
The intern director will see that this process is clearly communicated and followed. The
intern director will also write a summary evaluation on all input given. This process must
be completed at a time specified by the intern director prior to the May Provincial Council
meeting so that the information is available to assist in the individual’s next assignment.
Intern Director
Each Province will appoint an intern director who will coordinate the Provincial internship
program. In the spring the intern directors will plan an annual introductory workshop for
the supervisors and interns to introduce and train them in the internship process. The
director will monitor the process to enable the supervisors and interns to implement the
program.
Annually, the intern director will visit placements in the Province for a review and
discussion with the supervisor and intern. Specifically, he will determine whether the four
areas of the supervision (see p. 43-44) are being implemented. The director, in
consultation with the local supervisor and intern, will make recommendations to the
Provincial Council with regard to summer programs.
The following tasks are some things that may be done as part of the intern director’s
visitation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

to meet with the intern and get feedback about how the experience of the ministry
and community life is going
to meet with the supervisor for feedback from his viewpoint about how the intern
is doing in both the ministry and the community
to meet with other significant people in the ministry and community upon the
recommendation of the intern; e.g.,
prior, pastor, department chair, retreat house director, etc. Note: The intern should
schedule these meetings.
to visit the intern in activities of the ministry (classroom, youth group meeting,
RCIA sessions, etc.) and to spend some time in community with the intern (prayer
and liturgy, meals, recreation)
to remind the intern and supervisor about the yearly formal written evaluations
and that copies of these should be sent to the director of formation at Whitefriars
Hall
to the extent possible, finalize the intern’s summer plans

Finances
With respect to finances, the intern will generally be treated in the same manner as the
other members of the local community. For example, he will receive the same allowance
and vacation stipend and expense coverage as the other members of his community.
The parish or school is expected to compensate him for his ministry, which will be paid to
the local community. The traditions and policies of the two Provinces differ to some
degree in regard to the specifics of the financing of interns and internship assignments.
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The intern director will work out the financial details of each intern’s assignment with the
local community and the provincial procurator at the beginning of the assignment. The
financial resources of the local community will be considered in determining the level of
its responsibility for the intern. The terms agreed to will be specified in writing and will be
communicated to the intern, his supervisor and become part of the intern’s file.
The intern’s access to an automobile and funds to operate it will be provided by the local
community as required for ministry and, to the extent possible, for personal use as well.
Interns, however, are not guaranteed the exclusive use of an automobile either by the
local community or the Province. One will be provided whenever it is feasible to do so.
Expenses incurred because of formation requirements, e.g., summer school, travel to
formation events and gatherings, etc., will be covered by the intern director or the
provincial procurator, according to provincial custom. Such expenses should be cleared
with the intern director in advance.
Sharing of Information and Evaluations
As each student completes a level of formation, e.g., going from the pre-novitiate to the
novitiate, or leaving the novitiate as a simply professed friar, the formation director of the
place he is leaving shall write up an honest evaluation of the person. This evaluation
shall note both the strengths and gifts of the student, along with a frank description of his
difficulties and a listing of the areas in which he needs to grow if he is to be a good
candidate for our way of life. This evaluation shall be placed in the student’s file, which is
sent first to the Provincial Office and then to the director of the next level of formation.
It is highly recommended that, in addition to writing such a report, the two directors of the
levels involved should meet with one another to discuss the student in all his aspects.
This discussion should be frank, open, straightforward and complete. Being honest in
this situation will be helpful to the student and to those working as formators. This
conversation should also take place between the formators and intern directors.
Praesidium
At every level of formation the student will adhere to the standards of the Praesidium,
Inc., accreditation program (see Appendix 8 – “Praesidium, Inc.,” pg. 70) and participate
in the program’s training and updating in a timely manner.
Departure from Community
If a student is asked to leave the formation program, or if he decides to withdraw from
the program, the formation director will write a one-page summary outlining the reasons
for his departure from the program as well as a recommendation whether he should be
re-admitted to the program at a future date. If the student applies to any other seminary
or house of formation, there will be a sharing of information as deemed appropriate by
the Provincial with the diocese, religious community or seminary. A copy is to remain in
the provincial archives or other suitable place, along with any other material according to
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provincial guidelines, until such time that it is highly unlikely the student will be
reapplying to another diocese, religious community or seminary.
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WHITEFRIARS HALL
Post-Novitiate Formation
Purpose
Whitefriars Hall is a religious house of theological studies for students from the Province
of the Most Pure Heart of Mary and the Province of St. Elias. The immediate purpose of
the post-novitiate program is two-fold: preparation for solemn vows in the Carmelite
Order and final preparation for ministry. The schedule and number of years are
dependent upon readiness for these steps. Formation centers on three goals:
1. Growth in a mature relationship with God through prayer and living God’s word in
a contemplative fraternity in the midst of God’s people;
2. Continued incorporation into and growing identity with the Order;
3. Academic and pastoral preparation for ministry.
Those who complete the program at Whitefriars Hall are ready for assignment to
Carmelite ministry as solemnly professed Carmelites and, in most cases, as priests.
In recent years a growing international community of friars, in both initial and on-going
formation, has been added at Whitefriars Hall. This development has provided a rich
dimension of fraternal diversity to the communal and formational life of the house.
Preparation for Solemn Vows and Ministry
Following internship, students reside at Whitefriars Hall for completion of the initial
stages of Carmelite formation and preparation for ministry. The process, which takes
place during this period, continues many of the elements begun in the novitiate.
Emphasis and focus change as the candidate moves through the various levels of
formation. Discernment about petitioning for solemn vows and, in most cases, diaconal
and presbyteral ordination is the focus.
Note: In many cases, the newly professed will come to Whitefriars Hall immediately after
novitiate to acquire a year of graduate level theology before beginning internship.
Spiritual Formation
Prayer is central to the Carmelite charism. The Carmelite is called to a deeper
awareness of living in the presence of God. So that his prayer might become a more
deeply integrated and growing reality, he must struggle with himself and open himself to
the reality of God. The support system for this part of formation at Whitefriars Hall
includes:
1. Personal and Communal Prayer
Each friar is responsible for gathering with the community for daily Eucharist and the
Liturgy of the Hours. Furthermore, each one is expected to set aside at least a half
hour for personal prayer daily; e.g., recollection, meditation, contemplation.
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2. Spiritual Direction
Recognizing the need for the student to share his spiritual journey and to have a
more experienced person with him in assessing his prayer, each professed student
has a spiritual director. Ordinarily, this director is not a member of the local
community. The Carmelite meets with this person on a regular basis. Respecting the
unique quality of this relationship, the team asks for no evaluation reports.
3. Formation for Celibate Chastity
In continuation of a process which begins in the pre-novitiate and extends through all
levels of formation, student friars are supported and encouraged in on-going growth
in psychosexual integration and maturation. Through the Washington Area Formators
Network and other programs organized in-house and in the Provinces and Order,
those in initial formation are given a solid grounding in the psychology and spirituality
required for a life-time commitment to celibate chastity.
4. Retreats
Each student makes an annual five-day retreat. He may use one of our Carmelite
retreat centers or, for some special reason, another spiritual center. The retreat
consists of some combination of quiet time, direction and input. The place and time
are decided upon by the student and his formation team member.
5. Retreat for Solemn Vows
Before solemn vows, the Carmelite student makes a retreat of at least thirty days.
This will ordinarily be the Carmelite-themed retreat developed in recent years. If this
is not available, then an alternative program will be used with the approval of the
formation director. The individual and his formator will meet to evaluate this
experience upon completion as part of the normal formation process.
6. Carmelite Formation
Each student is expected to avail himself of lectures, conferences and retreat days
relating to Carmelite themes (e.g. Rule, Teresa, John of the Cross, Therese, etc.).
Each student is expected to attend the two-part Carmelite Studies Program (August
and January) unless excused for good reason by his formator, (see pg. 55). Other
opportunities are made available at Whitefriars Hall, the CUA, the Carmelite Institute,
and in various summer programs.
Community Formation
Communal living is another aspect of the Carmelite charism.
“Our Rule requires us to be essentially ‘Brothers’ and reminds us that the quality of
interpersonal relationships within the Carmelite community needs to be constantly
developed and enhanced.”44
The support system for this part of formation at Whitefriars Hall includes these elements:
44

Carmelite Constitutions, no. 19
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1. One-to One Sessions
In the one-to-one sessions, in which the formation director meets with the students
individually on a regular basis, the dialogue aids the student to appraise more
objectively the happenings of his life. He can focus on various aspects of his
Carmelite journey: his relational, academic, ministerial and spiritual life. The
formation director acts as a supportive listener, a challenger, a helper. There is an
atmosphere of trust and respect where discernment of the student’s growth can
happen. The student and formator also review grades and academic supervisory
reports. Such sessions are good opportunities to share with the student input from
peers, team and provincial administration. Most important, these sessions allow the
student to assess his own readiness for solemn vows and ministry. It is within the
context of these meetings that the student receives an on-going evaluation.
2. Group Sessions
Group sessions are conducted on a regular basis by an outside facilitator. The
purpose of these sessions is to work on communication skills, to give and receive
feedback on interpersonal style, and to assist in peer interaction.
3. Community Experience
Students are expected to be active participants in community responsibilities and
events. Community responsibilities include house jobs, meal preparation and
cleanup, hospitality to visitors, airport runs, etc. Community events include meals,
celebrations for community members, community outreach activities, etc.
Ministerial Formation
The Carmelite is also called to service in the midst of the people. Our Constitutions
require that Carmelites “must receive an appropriate human, professional, scientific and
technical education, according to the legitimate desires and capabilities, and in keeping
with the needs and plans of the Province and of the Order, so that they may fulfill their
tasks with real competence, for the good of the people of God.”45 The student will
engage in pastoral commitments and develop the skills for such apostolic service.
1. The Program at The Catholic University of America
The expectation for all students is that they pursue advanced theological studies.
Those preparing for the priesthood will ordinarily complete the M.Div. and/or or STB
program offered at the CUA.
The format for an approved Level 1 CUA supervised ministry entails meeting the
requirements of a CPE (Clinical Pastoral Education) program or its equivalent” The
format for an approved Level 2 CUA supervised ministry entails ministry in a charismrelated site, which is usually done in the context of the Internship and the Advanced
Supervised Ministry Course of CUA. It is the responsibility of the student to provide
copies of all ministerial evaluations of these ministries to the formation team at
45
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Whitefriars Hall.
Those students who come from other countries and have not yet fulfilled the
requirements of Praesidium will do so as soon as possible. Until those requirements
are fulfilled, they can do ministry only under supervision. This supervision can be
done in the one-to-one sessions with their respective formator, by an on-site
supervisor and through the annual written evaluations of each student.
2. Professional Development
In addition to the CUA’s ministry requirements, the Carmelite student is encouraged
to take advantage of other professional ministerial training in spiritual direction,
pastoral counseling etc., during his summers.
3. Language Studies
The Constitutions state, “In order to promote the international character of the Order,
and to foster an attitude of openness towards other cultures and other ways of
thinking and feeling, candidates will be expected to learn a second language during
the period of formation.”46 Students whose native language is English are expected
to gain a reasonable proficiency for ministering in Spanish. They are required to have
a basic exposure to the language and a sense of openness to the culture, if possible,
by participating in a supervised immersion program. Students whose primary
language is other than English are expected to gain proficiency in English. This can
be facilitated by an immersion experience.
Students should also give consideration to spending a period of time in ministry
and/or language study in a culture other than their own.
4. A summary of the formation requirements mentioned above are listed in Appendix 9,
p. 72.
Financial Accountability
The Whitefriars Hall program operates on its own budget to which both Provinces
contribute through a mutual agreement of both Provincial Councils based on the
recommendations of their respective Provincial treasurers. The following is the financial
policy for the professed:
1. Allowance
As a general practice, each person will be given an allowance each month. This
allowance is expected to cover all ordinary expenses with the exception of room,
board and tuition.
2. Extraordinary Expenses
Dental and medical expenses will be handled according to the respective Provincial
policies. The same will apply to eye examinations, glasses and repairs. Within limits,
black clerical garb for ministry will also be a provincial expense (one black suit,
slacks, shirts). Other extraordinary expenses will be treated on an individual basis.
46
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3. Income
All money received from stipends, gifts and salaries is to be turned into the house
treasurer, provincial procurator or his delegate.
4. Checking Accounts
Each individual will have a checking account. There should be an alternate signer to
prevent difficulties in case of death or serious accident. If possible, a bank should be
used that makes no charge for writing checks, and requires no minimum balance.
5. Miscellaneous Items
The house gasoline credit cards are used for auto expenses only. School related
expenses, including textbooks, are covered by the Province. Because the situation of
each student is different, decisions about profession and ordination expenses will be
made on an individual basis. All donations received at ordinations or professions are
turned into the provincial procurator or his delegate. In the planning of the house
budget, a set amount is allocated for each person’s cellular phone usage. In this and
other financial matters, the student is urged to act with fiscal responsibility.
6. Vacation
Each student is allowed a vacation each summer according to the Provincial statutes
or customs. Students are also allowed some time away during the Christmas break.
7. Cell phones
A student can enroll in the Carmelite Group Cell-Phone Plan, and the charges for this
plan are covered during the student’s period of initial formation. This includes one
phone.
Note: The Provinces do not pay for other plans the student may already have, only
the Carmelite Group Plan. To avoid penalties, a personal plan will be paid for
by the Provinces until the first dropout date.
Note: Replacement of damaged or lost phones is the responsibility of the student.
Note: If the student moves into internship, the internship site pays for the charges.
Note: When the student completes initial formation, his new assignment then pays
for the charges.
Evaluation Process
Students are accustomed to receiving feedback from the formation team, peers and
community on a regular basis. Annually, each simply professed student is evaluated by
the director in writing if he has not already been evaluated under the four occasions
when a more formal process of evaluation is conducted:
1. when the simply professed student petitions to extend simple vows;
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2. when the simply professed student petitions to make solemn vows;
3. when a student is petitioning for ordination to the diaconate;
4. when a transitional deacon is seeking priestly ordination.
Evaluation is essentially a discernment process to enable the local community and the
individual to determine mutually the individual’s call to Carmelite community and ministry
or to another vocation in the Church. The evaluation covers the above areas of spiritual
formation, community formation, ministerial formation and appropriate stewardship of his
health by reasonable management of any health issues, (e.g., his weight, abstinence
from nicotine, responsible use of alcohol, etc.). The focus of this process is to help the
individual grow in clarifying where he can most effectively and freely use his talents in
the service of others. The evaluation process is an extremely sensitive and serious
responsibility for the community and the individual. Both must be mature, open and
trusting of the other in order that the good of both is supported and advanced.
The integrity of this process requires that each Carmelite take responsibility for getting to
know those members who are to be evaluated. This is a serious responsibility both in
regard to the individual being evaluated and in regard to the Province and Order.
Evaluation for Extension of Simple Vows
The formation team in dialogue with the Provincial, Provincial Council, and the student
may recommend extending the student’s vows. The reason for the recommendation will
be given to the student in writing. The student friar in simple vows who wishes to extend
those vows must petition the Provincial in writing explaining his reasons for seeking an
extension. The director at Whitefriars Hall and/or the intern director, as applicable, will
provide the Provincial with a written evaluation and recommendation in regard to the
merits of the petition. In preparing that evaluation, the formation director and/or the intern
director, as applicable, will consult the House Chapter’s views and recommendations in
regard to the petition.
Evaluation for Solemn Vows
A student must spend two years at Whitefriars Hall before being voted upon for solemn
vows. The evaluation process may be done during the second year at the Hall (or later).
The evaluation for solemn vows is a five-step process:
1. The student desiring to petition for solemn vows makes that intention known to the
Provincial and formation director. The candidate then meets individually with each of
the members of the House Chapter to get direct feedback regarding his observations
of the candidate’s readiness for vows. Based on the above feedback, the religious
then discusses with his one-to-one person the appropriateness of petitioning, waiting
or perhaps leaving formation.
2. The candidate will prepare a written self-evaluation according to the format provided
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in Form N (pg. 101). Usually, three written peer evaluations are also part of the
evaluation process. The formation team determines which peers will provide these
evaluations. Each peer evaluation is shared by the evaluator with the candidate. The
evaluators are to follow the format provided in Form O (pg. 102). There is no form for
members on probation. If a student is a returning candidate in his probationary year,
then the pre-novitiate evaluation form (Form J, p. 92) is used.
3. The individual candidate must submit his formal, handwritten petition to his
Provincial.
4. At the votation the formation director presents the student. The respective Provincial
is present along with the members of the House Chapter. Members are asked to
approach this meeting in a spirit of prayer, with a sense of the important responsibility
they have to the individual and the Carmelite community, and with the guarantee of
confidentiality.
5. The vote and the opinion of the House Chapter are transmitted to the Provincial
Council. The final decision in regard to solemn vows is reserved to the Provincial with
the deliberative vote of his Council. If the petition for solemn vows is not granted, the
Provincial and formation director will communicate that decision to the candidate as
clearly and frankly as possible, safeguarding the confidentiality of the House Chapter
and the Council’s deliberations.
Evaluation for the Diaconate
The student friar in solemn vows who wishes to seek ordination to the diaconate must
submit a hand-written petition to his Provincial explaining his reasons for seeking
ordination. The formation team at Whitefriars Hall will provide the Provincial with a
written evaluation and recommendation in regard to the merits of the petition. In addition,
the candidate will provide a written self-evaluation and the formation team will solicit
written peer evaluations from three friars they designate following the format specified in
Form P (pg. 103). The House Chapter will be convened to consider the petition and the
vote and opinion of the House Chapter will be provided to the Provincial. The final
decision to call the applicant to Orders is reserved to the Provincial. After approval, the
student will make a declaration of freedom and a profession of faith, according to the
approved documents, to the formation team and witnesses prior to his diaconate
ordination.
Evaluation for the Priesthood
A transitional deacon seeking priestly ordination will be required to petition his Provincial
in writing. He will prepare a one to two page summary statement outlining his reasons for
seeking ordination to the priesthood and the gifts he feels he brings to this ministry. The
formator principally responsible for the candidate will present a comprehensive
evaluation of the candidate to the House Chapter, drawing on the full scope of his
previous evaluations in formation and other available data. Following a thorough
discussion, the House Chapter will then vote on the candidate’s petition and the result of
that vote and the views of the Chapter will be forwarded to the Provincial. The final
decision to call the deacon to priestly ordination is reserved to the Provincial.
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Program Evaluation
Before the end of each year, the formator(s) will develop and administer a written
evaluation of the formation and community experience to be completed by the students
and members of the community.
Praesidium
At every level of formation the student will adhere to the standards of the Praesidium,
Inc., accreditation program (see Appendix 8 – “Praesidium, Inc.,” pg. 70) and participate
in the program’s training and updating in a timely manner.
Departure from Community
If a student is asked to leave the formation program, or if he decides to withdraw from
the program, the formation director will write a one-page summary outlining the reasons
for his departure from the program as well as a recommendation whether he should be
re-admitted to the program at a future date. If the student applies to any other seminary
or house of formation, there will be a sharing of information as deemed appropriate by
the Provincial with the diocese, religious community or seminary. A copy is to remain in
the provincial archives or other suitable place, along with any other material according to
provincial guidelines, until such time that it is highly unlikely the student will be
reapplying to another diocese, religious community or seminary.
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THE CARMELITE STUDIES PROGRAM
Introduction
The Carmelite Studies Program, which is based on the Program of Studies in the Ratio
Institutionis Vitae Carmelitanae (RIVC), is a thematic and cyclical design for future
gatherings of our men in formation. It’s purpose is to support their ongoing formation in
the Carmelite charism, spirituality, history and tradition during the years of initial
formation.
This program of studies was designed with two purposes: first, it is an opportunity for the
students in the various formation houses and in internship to become better acquainted
with each other, and secondly, it introduces and develops a deeper understanding of the
Carmelite charism as outlined in the RIVC with the overall objective to deepen our
Carmelite identity. The RIVC states that, “these subjects and areas must be covered to
ensure a complete formation in the Carmelite life”. Below you will find a copy of the
topics and the program.
Each topic or theme is developed in two parts. The first part is a weeklong program in
the second week of August with presentations/workshops on the theme in the context of
fraternity and prayer to deepen the experience of our Carmelite identity. The program is
intended to be educational and formative. The second part will take place during our
annual three-day formation gathering in January. Each formation community will further
develop the theme with some kind of presentation on how they continued to reflect on
the program since August.
PROGRAM OF CARMELITE STUDIES – AN EIGHT YEAR CYCLE
-

(1) Spiritual Discernment in our Tradition and Formation - 2023
o Conversion and transformation
o God’s Gift and our response
o The Interior Life
o Silence and Solitude

-

(2) Significant Carmelite figures – 2024
o Nicholas of France
o John of St. Sampson
o Sibert of Beka
o Michael of St. Augustine
o Bartholomew Xiberta

-

(3) Prayer in Carmel - 2025
o Liturgical life in Carmel
o Contemplative prayer

-

(4) Leadership in Community - 2026
o Our life as brothers
o Work in our tradition
o Apostolic Ministry
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-

(5) The Rule - 2019
o Lectio Divina
o Silence and solitude
o Scriptural Tradition: “Living in Allegiance to Jesus Christ”
o Biblical Imagination

-

(6) Saints of Carmel (How to Read the Mystics) - 2020
o Teresa of Jesus
o John of the Cross
o Therese
o Mary Magdalen de’ Pazzi
o Elizabeth for the Trinity
o Edith Stein
o Titus Brandsma

-

(7) The Internationality of the Order -2021
o Inculturation of the Carmelite Charism
o The Carmelite Family

-

(8) Carmelite Prophetic & Contemplative Tradition - 2022
o Elijah and Mary
o JPIC and Carmelite response
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APPENDIX 1
Internet Policy for Formation Communities
For Carmelites, skill in the appropriate use of social media, websites, video-chats, social
networking sites (computer-based, tablet-based and phone-based) is essential. All those
in initial formation as well as all friars should maintain a transparent on-line presence that
reflect the values of the Church, the Order and their own best selves.
It will be considered a serious offense for any friar to misuse any digital device; everyone
is prohibited from using these devices to access sites that are pornographic, illicit, or
illegal. Using these devices to access child pornography is criminal behavior and will
lead to dismissal from the formation program.
All friars and those in initial formation should be mindful of spending too much time on
digital devices, thus avoiding personal contact and fraternal life. In addition, such use
can become addictive.
No friar will have a secret on-line life; e.g., a private profile on social media sties or online dating services.
The formation team has the right to monitor and question the use of the Internet by those
in initial formation.
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APPENDIX 2
Student Files
The following policy and procedures are recommended for the files of students in formation during the
application and initial formation stages:
Policy: All original documentation is kept in the Provincial Offices. Copies of these files will be in the
possession of the formators at each level of formation (pre-novitiate, novitiate, internship & theological
studies). The files of the copies will be passed to the next formator as the student moves to the next level
of formation. The original copy of any documentation done at each level will be sent to the Provincial
Offices at the end of each academic year. This documentation would include: evaluations, petition for entry
to the novitiate, petition for simple vows, petition for renewal of simple vows, installations into ministries,
petition for solemn vows, petition for orders, declarations of freedom and faith, and reasons for departure
or dismissal.
Form A (pg. 74) provides a convenient way of keeping track of these documents.
Procedures:
Vocation Office:
All original documentation, such as application, photo, psychological evaluation, medical
evaluation, criminal background check, transcripts, sacramental records, autobiographies and
letters of reference will be sent to the Provincial Offices once the candidate has been accepted.
Copies of the application, psychological evaluation, autobiography, academic transcripts and
medical evaluations will be sent to the Pre-Novitiate Formation Director.
Pre-Novitiate:
Send originals of formator’s evaluation, House Chapter vote, and petition for entry to the novitiate
to the Provincial Office.
Copies of the above to his formation house file.
Send house file to Novitiate.
Novitiate:
Send originals of formator’s evaluation & recommendation at 9th or 11th month and his petition for
simple vows to Provincial Offices.
Copies of the above to his formation house file.
The copy of the psychological report is destroyed at the end of the novitiate.
The Vow Formula is kept in the Profession Book at the Novitiate and a copy is sent to the
Provincial Offices.
Send house file to Intern Director or formators at Whitefriars Hall.
Internship:
Send originals of the Intern Supervisor’s evaluation & recommendation at the end of each year of
internship to the Intern Director who then forwards them to the Provincial Offices.
Send house file to Whitefriars Hall.
Whitefriars Hall:
Send originals of formators’ evaluations & recommendations for renewal of vows, solemn vows,
and orders; House Chapter vote for renewal of vows, installations into ministries, solemn vows,
and orders; petitions for renewal of vows and for solemn vows, declarations of faith and freedom
petitions for Orders.
Termination of the Traveling File:
When a person leaves or completes the formation program, his traveling file is sent to the
Provincial Office for cross-checking and then destruction.
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APPENDIX 3
A Candidate with Previous Formation Experience
The following procedures are to be followed for candidates applying for acceptance who have previously
been in a seminary, religious formation program or diocesan program:
1. The Vocation Director, upon gaining knowledge of a candidate’s previous experience in formation, will
inform the candidate that he must permit the total release of all information concerning his
discontinuance from any previous seminary, diocese or religious community. The “Release of
Information” form in Form E (pg. 86) will be used for this purpose.
2. The Vocation Director will then contact to the rector/formation director of all previous seminaries,
dioceses or religious communities requesting a written statement as to the reasons for discontinuance
or dismissal and any other pertinent information pertaining to the candidate’s time with the seminary or
community. Major Superiors, bishops, vocation directors and or deans in office at the time the
candidate was in formation should also be contacted if necessary. He will also inform the formation
director/rector that the Provincial, or his delegate, will contact him to set up an oral confidential
interview regarding the application of the candidate.
3. The Provincial, or his delegate, should have an oral interview with the rector/formation director of all
previous formation programs.
4. The Vocation Director will see to it that the candidate completes the rest of the application process.
5. The Admissions procedures of each Province will be followed.
6. If the candidate is accepted, the provincial, in his formal letter of acceptance, will note that the
candidate was evaluated according to guidelines set forth in the Formation Manual and that, in his
prudential judgment, the candidate is fit for the formation program. A copy of this letter will be sent to
the former bishop or major superior of the candidate.
7. In the case where the provincial has reservations about the judgment for a particular candidate, he
may ask the Conference of Major Superiors of Men’s Institutes to offer advice on the matter.
Returning Person with Previous Carmelite Formation Experience
8. In the case of a man who has previously been in our own formation program and wishes to return to
formation,47 the Provincial will consult with the men of the Province who had been his formators along
with his original vocation director. They shall refer to and give due consideration to the closing
statement written by the formator when this man left formation. The decision whether the man should
repeat the novitiate is made by the Prior General. The process will include a personal interview by the
provincial or his delegate covering the following areas since he left the Carmelite Formation program:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Employment history
Relational history
Spiritual direction history
History of his decision to leave and his decision to return to the Carmelites
Update his autobiography from the time he first entered the Order.
Update his academic transcripts, if applicable

9. He will also provide the results of a recent medical examination, using the form in this manual.
10. At the discretion of the Provincial, he may be asked to undergo a new psychological examination.
47

See also Code of Canon Law, 1983, canon 690
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APPENDIX 4
Transfer of a Priest/Brother
Initial Procedures
The following procedures are to be followed for transferring a religious and/or priest from
another community/diocese to either North American Province of Carmelites:
1. Refer the case to the Provincial Vocation Director.
2. The Provincial Vocation Director arranges an interview with the applicant.
For a Religious from another Institute
3. If transferring from another religious institute and perpetually professed the one
desiring transfer submits a written request to both supreme moderators (Generals)
indicating the desire and reason for transfer. The approval of each supreme
moderator and council is needed for the validity of the transfer
4 If transferring from a society of apostolic life the proposed transfer is to be submitted
to The Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life.
The directions of this Congregation concerning the transfer are to be followed.
For a Diocesan or Secular Cleric:
5. If the one transferring is a secular cleric, the Provincial is to consult with the
candidate’s bishop.
Admissions Process continues
6. Request letters of recommendation from persons named on the application form, as
well as the former Provincial or Bishop, and the spiritual director of the applicant.
7. The portfolio should contain a recent photograph as well as psychological testing
results.
8. An Admissions Board, consistent with provincial admission policy, should discuss the
applicant’s portfolio. The Board recommends acceptance/rejection to the Provincial.
9. The Provincial accepts/rejects the applicant and sends notification of the decision to
the applicant, the Supreme Moderators, The Congregation for Institutes of
Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life, and the Provincial/Bishop. The
appropriate people are notified depending upon who was involved in the transfer.
10. If the applicant is a secular cleric, the Provincial determines his placement during the
time prior to the novitiate, after he has heard the suggestions of the provincial
council.
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11. If the applicant is a perpetually professed religious the time (a minimum of three
years), location, and content of the period of probation is determined by the
Provincial and the provincial formation directors after they have heard the
suggestions of the provincial council.
12. Ordinarily the applicant will follow the regular formation sequence in recognized
houses of formation within the Province(s).
Probation Period
All transfer candidates from other religious institutes or dioceses will complete a
probationary period as outlined in Canon Law. All procedures listed above are to be
followed before the applicant will begin the formation probation period. The location of
the probation period will be determined by the Provincial in consultation with the Council
and formation directors. The period will ordinarily last nine months to a year.
During this year he may do further theological studies or studies in another field that
would also help to further his ministry possibilities. He will follow the formation program
set up at his respective residence.
The Provincial and his Council will designate a Carmelite who will serve as the
applicant’s formation director; the two will meet at least semi-monthly during the
probation period.
The formation director will coordinate a meeting with the local community during the
probation period to evaluate the applicant’s readiness for the novitiate if he is
transferring from a diocese. If an applicant is transferring from another religious institute
and is perpetually professed, the procedures in Appendix 3 (pg. 60) are followed and the
period of probation begins at the time of acceptance.
A transferring diocesan cleric is bound to the same period of novitiate and simple
profession as any other candidate. A perpetually professed member of a religious
institute is bound only to a probationary period of at least three years. During the
probation period the obligations of the original vows stay in effect but the applicant has
no voice in either community. At the end of this probationary period he would profess
solemn vows in the Carmelite Order and the obligations of the original vows would
cease.
Novitiate
Ordinarily, the canonical year will be at the novitiate in Middletown. If for some reason
the Provincial and his Council, after consultation with the formation director and the
novice director do not deem this location best for a particular individual, the Provincial
and his Council will ask the Prior General to designate the novice director as well as the
location and dates for the novitiate. In this case, a program for the novice’s introduction
to the Carmelite and religious life will be outlined before the individual begins the
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novitiate year. The ordinary procedure for evaluation will be followed as outlined in the
novitiate section of this Manual of Formation.
Simple Vows (Transfer of a Priest from a Diocese)
During the three years of simple vows the candidate will meet monthly with the formation
director assigned by the Provincial and his Council. These sessions will be dialogues to
help the candidate appraise more objectively the happenings of his life. He can focus on
various aspects of his Carmelite journey, his relational, ministerial, and spiritual life. The
formation director acts as a supportive listener, challenger, and helper. There is an
atmosphere of trust and respect where discernment of the candidate’s growth can
happen. Such sessions are good opportunities to share with the candidate input from his
peers, the provincial administration, and the formation director himself. Most importantly,
these sessions allow the candidate to assess his own readiness for solemn vows.
Solemn Vows
At the end of the third year the candidate and his formation director will mutually
determine his readiness for solemn vows. The local community will meet with the
formation director to make their recommendation to the Provincial and his Council, which
will then have a deliberative votation. If accepted, the Provincial will formally notify the
candidate’s previous Ordinary/Major Superior. Upon profession of solemn vows, a priest
candidate is automatically excardinated from his diocese or former religious community
and incardinated in the Province of his profession.
Applicants in solemn vows in another institute will follow the procedures outlined in
Canons 684, 685.
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APPENDIX 5
Readiness for the Novitiate
In order to participate in the novitiate program and for its purpose to be achieved, the
candidate needs to have reached a certain level of personal growth and development.
This development as provided for in the pre-novitiate program may be described in terms
of the spiritual, intellectual, and psychological dimensions of life.
Spiritually, the candidate needs to have developed a capacity for and willingness to grow
in relationship with the Lord. Carmelites are called to “meditate day and night on the Law
of the Lord,” and so the candidate must show signs of being able to embrace a life of
prayer and meditation. We believe that the fruit of an authentic prayer life is an
expanded heart that is more ready to love, forgive, bless and rejoice. There should be
some evidence that the candidate has truly sought to develop these capacities in his
interactions with others, as well as in the way he relates to himself. The candidate should
also show a readiness for praying in silence and solitude, as well as openness to praying
with the community, particularly in the celebrations of the Eucharist and the Liturgy of the
Hours. He should spend a portion of his free time reading works on spirituality, prayer,
and the religious life. He should be able to articulate in some way the place that the
Gospels have in his life, and how he strives to live the Gospel message along with the
Church.
Intellectually, the candidate has normally earned a bachelor’s degree or equivalent. He
has spent some time studying his faith through both scripture and theology, at the
college level or a graduate school of theology, in such a way that he is prepared for
ministry as an intern after the novitiate. Where possible and advisable, other ministryrelated courses (e.g.: liturgy, education, leadership, etc.) are to be encouraged. This
level of readiness is to be determined by the local formation team in consultation with the
provincial or provincial director of formation as part of the overall evaluation of a
candidate’s readiness for the novitiate.
Psychological readiness is best described in terms of abilities and capacities.
1. The candidate has shown the capacity for achieving personal friendships on the
basis of individualized relationships as well as group membership. He also
manifests the behavior such relationships demand: trusting, sharing, fulfilling
promises, keeping confidences, and meeting the needs of others.
2. He has learned to make decisions, choose values, and take responsibility
independent of home and family. This achievement is reflected in his ability to
work effectively and in his ability to meet his own needs.
3. He has developed broad intellectual curiosity, realistic idealism, and the capacity
to be inner directed in his awareness of and response to change. These qualities
are reflected in his ability to respond creatively and positively to criticism and
supervision, to be interdependent, to be reflective and affective emotionally, and
to develop effective problem-solving techniques
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The Church gives further guidance in writing on what is necessary for the novitiate
experience: 48
1. It is presumed that a sufficient degree of human and Christian maturity is
presumed in those entering the novitiate.
2. A general cultural foundation, which should correspond to what, is generally
expected of young persons who have achieved the normal education of their
country. It is particularly necessary that future novices attain a facility in the
language used in the novitiate. Since this is a matter of basic culture, it will be
important to take into account the conditions of certain countries or social
environments where the level of schooling is still relatively low, but where the Lord
is nonetheless calling candidates to the religious life. Thus it will be necessary to
promote the original culture carefully and not assimilate it into a foreign culture. It
is within their own culture that candidates must recognize the call of the Lord and
respond to it in a personal way.
3. The person should have a balanced affectivity, especially sexual balance, which
presupposes the acceptance of the other, man or woman, respecting his or her
own difference. Recourse to a psychological examination can be useful, taking
into account the right of each person to preserve his or her own privacy.
4. The ability to live in community under the authority of superiors in a particular
institute. This capacity certainly will be verified further during the course of the
novitiate, but the question should be posed in advance. Candidates should be
well aware of the fact that other ways exist by which to give all of one’s life to the
Lord apart from entering religious life.

48

See Directives on Formation in Religious Institutes, Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life,
Rome, 1990
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APPENDIX 6
Preparing the Internship Learning Contract
The following is offered as an aid for a new intern and his supervisor in preparing the
intern’s Learning Contract. See Form L (pg. 98) for the contract form itself.
Issues having to do with personal growth and faith development:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

taking responsibility for my own growth and evaluation
sensitivity to my own insights and intuitions
ability to make firm decisions
awareness of and ability to deal with my feelings (e.g. anger, affection, etc.)
management of time
responsible risk taking
understanding and application of “academic” learning in this setting
development of self-confidence
ability to face the ambiguities of life, the struggles of faith, and the challenges
of the ministry
consciousness of God’s redeeming activity in life and my ability to reflect
theologically on that experience
awareness of my need for prayer and/or spiritual disciplines

Issues having to do with one’s capacity to understand, be sensitive to, and relate with
others:
•
•
•
•
•
•

ability to accept the value and diversity of people (ages, races, cultures)
openness to working cooperatively with people who are culturally and
theologically different from me
reaching out to persons, including my peers, who are under stress, with
perception, sensitivity, and warmth that is freeing and supportive
ability to develop trusting relationships
ability to correlate my leadership with that of others
sensitivity to sexuality of persons (self and others)

Issues having to do with one’s function as a minister and/or religious leader:
•
•
•
•
•
•

ability to accept the value in diversity of people (ages, races, cultures)
understanding of what being minister/pastor/religious leader means in this
setting
acceptance of the role of minister/leader in the religious community
ability to earn, own, and exercise authority
ability to cope with the tension between my own image as minister and the
image or role thrust on me by others
acceptance of the leadership of others in positions of authority in my religious
community
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•
•
•

appreciation of the doctrines of my religious community
acceptance of the limitations and strengths of institutional religion
understanding of the relationship between personal faith and the faith that is
expressed in the community of believers

Note: Students and supervisors should feel free and be encouraged to re-state issues
listed above and develop their own issues for purposes of goal planning and evaluation.
Issues having to do with the skills of ministry/leadership:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

capacity to set appropriate goals and to select reasonable strategies for action
in this field setting
ability to facilitate the building of community in this setting
ability to understand and work with groups
ability to think and act from theological and ethical bases.
development of skills appropriate to this setting (preaching, teaching, pastoral
care/counseling, and administration
ability to understand and learn about the nature of institutions, structures and
systems
ability to respond appropriately as a minister/leader and change agent as I
begin to understand appropriate skills needed for this setting and learn how to
use those skills
ability to communicate the Gospel
ability to recognize, understand, and cope with conflict
ability to maintain proper boundaries
ability to recognize dual relationships

Issues having to do with recognizing and analyzing problems, providing appropriate
services to alleviate consequences and to change the sources of those problems:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

sensitivity to social justice issues
concern for and active ministry with the oppressed
ability to raise social justice issues to the attention of the community
ability to alter forces operating for and against human/social change
understanding of how the Gospel Message can be realized, given these forces
understanding of how justice/love can be realized, given these forces
awareness of the complexities of giving appropriate service
experience of seeing changes take place in the institutional structures/systems
as a result of my involvement in this setting
awareness of being involved in oppression and my openness and ability to
change
understanding how change occurs in institutional structures and systems and
learning to struggle to bring this about
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APPENDIX 7
Internship in a Secondary School
Placement Considerations:
Once it is decided that an individual is to be assigned to a high school for the internship
experience, the provincial, or the one delegated by him, needs to be appraised of the
level of teaching experience and/or other significant factors regarding the skills and
qualifications of the potential intern.
Assignment of Duties:
Depending upon the information above, then the placement and subsequent assignment
of duties need to be agreed upon by the school, in conjunction with the one responsible
for the placement of the intern, before the intern is actually assigned.
If the person to be placed has had previous experience and/or training in secondary
education, the Province’s expectation is that the individual will be assigned to a full-time
position in the school and will receive a full-time salary with benefits appropriate to the
level of experience.
If the person to be placed does not have sufficient experience and/or training in
secondary education then a phased in approach towards the goal of a full-time position
in the school, during the course of a person’s internship experience, may be more
beneficial to both the school and the individual.
Professional Development:
The course of the gradual immersion towards full-time responsibility in the school should
be similar to what follows:
Year 1:
One or two teaching periods and one or two periods of involvement in campus
ministry and/or other co/extracurricular areas, for a total of 2-4 periods of
assigned duties. The intern’s salary and benefits will be calculated accordingly.
The school will assign a “master teacher” or mentor for the intern to meet
regularly with the intern for the development of teaching skills, classroom
management, evaluation, etc.
The school will make opportunities available for the intern to observe various
class situations.
The intern will enroll at a local university and take 2-4 education courses. (The
school is not responsible for the financial obligations associated with the taking of
these courses). The school, with the intern and the Carmelite Director of Interns
will evaluate the progress of the intern near the conclusion of the first year.
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Recommendations from the evaluation are to be implemented for the following
year.
Year 2:
The expectation of the Carmelites for the formation of the intern is that by the
beginning of the second year of internship, the intern will have a full-time position
in the school, by a combination of classroom teaching experience with other
assigned duties; e.g., campus ministry, substitutions, study hall proctoring, etc.
The salary and benefits should reflect the full-time status of the intern.
The school will continue to have a “master teacher” for the intern, but the level of
mentoring may not need to be at the same level as in the first year.
Depending upon the progress of the intern as a teacher, the intern may or may
not need additional opportunities to observe other classroom situations.
It is recommended that the intern continue to progress in professional training in
secondary education at a local university.
Placement Time-line:
Important to the success of the intern’s experience in a secondary educational setting is
the degree of cooperation and acceptance of the goals and objectives of the Carmelite
internship experience as outlined in this manual (pp. 43-46). The administration of a
school must support the goals and objectives of the internship program in order to have
an intern placed at the institution. Since it is important that there be good, clear
communication between the school, the Province, and the intern the following timeline
should be adhered to:
1. In late March or early April, prior to the conclusion of the novitiate year, or the first
year of theological studies, the Provincial or his delegate, will communicate to the
school the desire to place an intern at that particular school. The school will be
informed of the intern’s qualifications and experience.
2. Within 10 days of this initial conversation, the school must decide whether or not
to accept the intern. If the school accepts the intern, then a process of
determining the scope of the intern’s responsibilities for the first year begins
immediately. By the end of April, or the very beginning of May, the principal of the
school should contact the intern to begin a discussion of what those
responsibilities will be.
3. By June 1, a tentative agreement of assigned duties within the school should be
reached between the school and the intern.
4. By July 1, the assigned duties of the intern within the school must be finalized and
the appropriate materials forwarded to the intern for his preparation to begin his
duties. The financial arrangements as to salary should also be finalized by this
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time.
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APPENDIX 8
Praesidium, Inc.
The Province of the Most Pure Heart of Mary and the Province of Saint Elias have
subscribed to the Standards of Praesidium, Inc., for creating and assuring safe
environments for children and vulnerable adults. Praesidium, Inc., a national leader in
abuse risk management, assists through consultation in the writing of policies and
procedures, reviews how the Provinces have operationalized these policies and
procedures and determines whether full compliance has occurred with all its Standards.
Both Provinces have received full accreditation from Praesidium, Inc. for their continuing
provision of ethical ministry for children and vulnerable adults. Praesidium, Inc. is
contracted by the Conference of Major Superiors of Men (CMSM) to assist male
Religious Orders in adhering to the 2002/2011 Charter of the United States Catholic
Bishops Conference (USCCB), ensuring the provision of safe environments for minors
and vulnerable adults.
Standards for Formation
Praesidium Standards listed below more specifically apply to programs and participants
involved with religious formation. Members of the Provinces, noted below in the
Standards, include all in formation. Both Provinces have developed Policy Manuals that
incorporate and elucidate all of the 25 Standards of Praesidium, revised in 2012.
Standards Specifically Directed Towards Members in Formation:
Standard 1: The Institute (Religious Order) will screen new Candidates for membership
in the Institute (Order).
Standard 2: At each stage in the initial formation of Members, the Institute (Religious
Order) will assist in their ongoing growth toward a healthy sexuality as a foundation for
celibate chastity.
Specific Requirements of Standard 2:
Members in formation must be educated about how to develop a mature,
integrated. sexuality as a foundation for celibate chastity.
Members in formation must be encouraged to identify and address challenges to
maintaining celibacy and healthy intimate relationships.
A Member in formation who sexually abuses a minor will be dismissed.
A Member in formation who is unable to maintain appropriate boundaries with
minors, despite clear guidelines and instruction, cannot be permitted to continue
in formation.
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Standard 4: The Institute (Religious Order) will establish and publish clear policies for
boundaries for minors.
Standard 5: The Institute (Religious Order) will educate its Members regarding the
prevalence, identification and prevention of sexual abuse of minors and vulnerable
adults, giving special attention to topics that are of unique relevance to Religious.
Standard 6: The Institute (Religious Order) will interrupt and intervene when a Member
violates the Institute’s policies regarding boundaries with minors.
Standard 12: The Institute’s (Religious Order’s) policy will state the obligation of each of
its Members to report to civil authorities all allegations of known or suspected sexual
abuse of a victim who is currently a minor.
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Appendix 9
Summer Requirements/ Options
Formations Requirements over the 8 year formation program:
-Spanish or English Immersion Experience (SVE)
-Academics
-Clinical Pastoral Education (CPE)
-30 Day Solemn Profession Retreat
-Parish Diaconate Experience
Pre-Novitiate - 1 (or more years)
No summer program between pre-novitiate and novitiate---unless someone needs
to finish
their undergraduate degree or has a substantive amount of- pretheology requirements to complete.
Novitiate---1 year - with more or all their Philosophy and Pre-theology requirements
done- if
possible. Undergraduate studies must be competed.
Summer 1

:

Academic Studies/ S/E Language Immersion

Post Novitiate
Theology 1st or 2nd year
Summer 2: Move to Internship/ S/E Language Immersion
Internship
Summer 3: CPE/Academic Studies/ S/E Language Immersion
Internship
Summer 4: CPE/Academic Studies/ S/E Language Immersion/ Alternative
program
Theology 2nd or 3rd year
Summer 5: 30 Day Summer Profession Retreat---obviously this depends on
the timing/petitioning for Solemn Profession by an individual/CPE/ S/E
Language Immersion/Academic Studies
Theology 3rd or 4th year
Summer 6: Diaconate Experience
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FORMS
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FORM A
Application Process Checklist
Name of Applicant____________________________________
1.

Applicant Inventory Form C _________

2.

Application for Admission to the Formation Program Form D ___________

3.

Autobiography ____________

4.

Letters of recommendation (suggested areas listed below))
Letters of Recommendation
PERSONAL
A) Family (at least 2 members)__________________
B) Carmelite (if you know one)_________________
C) Professional---(at least 3 references)___________
C-1---Parochial/Other Minister_______________
C-2---Education___________________________
C-3---Employer or Supervisor________________
C-4---Spiritual Director (if you have one)_______

5.

Academic Transcripts: 2 Official Transcripts---one sent to the Vocation Office
and one to be sent to the College/University Admission Office.
Undergraduate______
_________

6.

Graduate

Sacramental Certificates:
Baptism_______

7.

Graduate_______ Post

Confirmation_________

Marriage Records (if applicable)
Marriage_______

Divorce Decree________ Annulment

________
8

Copies of Legal Documents
8-1---Birth Certificate_____________
8-2---Drivers License_____________
8-3---Passport___________________
8-4---Social Security Card_________
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9.

Vocation Retreat

Date:________________

10.

Medical History Form and Immunization Form I
HIV Test_________ requested with blood testing

11.

Psychological Evaluation_____________

12.

Two Personal Interviews (Provincial and another Carmelite) ___________)

13.

A) Criminal Background Check ___________
B) Credit Check____________
C) Social Media Check____________

14.

INS Documentation (if applicable) ______________

15. Praesidium---Form H2
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Form B
FORMATION FILE
NAME:

✔

DATE
Originals copies of ALL the Application File go
to the Provincial Office.

APPLICATION FILE

Applicant’s Personal Inventory
Form C
Application for Admission Form D
Praesidium Background Check
Consent Form H-1
Praesidium Background Check
Sex Registry Check
Psychological Evaluation: Dated
and signed by the Licensed
Psychologist including
Psychosexual History
Autobiography
Personal Ltr of Recommendation
(1)
Personal Ltr of Recommendation
(2)
Personal Ltr of Recommendation
(3)Family
Professional Ltr of
Recommendation
Professional Ltr of
Recommendation
Professional Ltr of
Recommendation
Carmelite Interview
Carmelite Interview
Academic Transcripts
Birth Certificate
Marriage Records – if applicable
Baptism Certificate
Confirmation Certificate
Medical Examination
Drivers License Copy
Passport Copy
SSN Copy
INS Documentation: If required
PRE-NOVITIATE

DATE OF ACCEPTANCE:
Date of Entrance in to the Pre-Novitiate
Application Information
Autobiography
Psychological Evaluation
Medical Transcripts
Academic Transcripts
Pre-Novitiate Director’s Evaluation
Pre-Novice Self Evaluation
NOVITIATE
Pre-Novitiate Director’s Evaluation
Pre-Novice’s Self Evaluation
Pre-Novitiate House Chapter Vote
Petition Letter for the Novitiate
Psychological Evaluation
destroyed at the end of the Novitiate
Application Information
Autobiography
Medical Transcripts
Academic Transcripts
Novice Directors’ Evaluation
Recommendation 3th Month
Recommendation 6th Month
Recommendation 9th Month

✔

DATE

Petition for Simple Vows
Vow Formula
House Chapter Vote Letter
Petition Letter for the Novitiate
Ethical Ministry Certificate/Virtus
WHEN SOMEONE LEAVES THE ORDER

✔

DATE

WHITEFRIARS HALL
Evaluations for Renewal of Vows
Recommendations for Renewal of
Vows
House Chapter Vote Vow Renewal
Letter
Petition for Renewal of Vows
Evaluations for Solemn Vows
Petition for Solemn vows
Recommendations for Solemn Vows
House Chapter Vote Solemn Vows
Letter
Solemn Vows Formula
Installation as Lector
Installation as Acolyte
Declarations of Faith & Freedom
Petition for Orders - Diaconate
House Chapter Vote Letter
Petition for Orders - Priesthood

✔

DATE
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When a person leaves or completes the formation program,
his traveling file is sent to the Provincial Office for crosschecking and then destruction.

INTERN FILE

Final Statement with Recommendation sent
Internship Contract
to
st
Intern
Supervisor’s
the
Provincial
Office Evaluation 1 Year

✔

DATE

Intern Supervisor’s Evaluation 2nd Year

FORM C
Applicant’s Personal Inventory Form
By completing the following you are not making an application to become a Carmelite, but
merely showing some additional interest in our Carmelite way of life. It will help greatly in your
discernment process.
Last Name ____________________________ First Name _________________________
MI_____
Telephones (_____) _______________________

(_____) ______________________

Address
_________________________________________________________________________
City
_______________________________________
_________________

State

______

Zip

Code

Email
__________________________________________________________________________
Age
________
Date
of
_____________________________________________

Birth:

(mm/dd/yy)

Place
of
____________________________________________________________________

Birth

Are you an American Citizen? ____
If not, what is your current immigration status?
__________________________________________________________________________
______
Do you have any physical handicaps, nervous disorder, past serious illness, or have you
been hospitalized for a long period? __________
If “Yes,” please explain:
__________________________________________________________________________
______
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__________________________________________________________________________
______
__________________________________________________________________________
______
Have you ever received professional counseling? __________
If “Yes,” please explain:
__________________________________________________________________________
______
__________________________________________________________________________
______
Education Completed (yrs) _________
School
last
attended
or
_____________________________________________________

graduated

Nature
of
Degree
____________
___________________________________________
Are
you,
or
have
you
ever
_______________________________________________

Major

Field

been

married?

Do you have any dependents? (Children, relatives, etc.)
__________________________________________________________________________
______
__________________________________________________________________________
______
Do you currently live with your parents? (Mother) __________ (Father) __________
Number of Brothers: ___________ Number of Sisters: ____________
Are you or have you been in the Military Service, Military Reserves, or National Guard?
___________
Which
branch?
_____________________________________
____________________

How

long?

Are you currently employed? (Full-time) _______ (Part-time) ________
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If “Yes”, please name type of work and employer:
__________________________________________________________________________
______
__________________________________________________________________________
______
Do you have any financial debts? _________ If “Yes,” please give details:
__________________________________________________________________________
______
__________________________________________________________________________
______
Have you ever been arrested? __________ If “Yes,” please give details:
__________________________________________________________________________
______
__________________________________________________________________________
______
What parish do you now attend? (Parish)
___________________________________________
(City) ____________________________ (State) __________
Are you a convert? __________
If so, please give the date
________________________

of

your

reception

How often do you ordinarily: (a)
___________________________________________

into

the

Catholic

Attend

Church:
Mass

(b) Receive Communion ____________________________________
(c) Receive the Sacrament of Reconciliation ____________________
Parish involvement or ministry (e.g., server, lector, religious education instructor, minister of
the Eucharist, choir member, parish council member, etc.):
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__________________________________________________________________________
______
__________________________________________________________________________
______
__________________________________________________________________________
______
Have you consulted a priest about your vocation? __________
If so, please give his name and address:
__________________________________________________________________________
______
__________________________________________________________________________
______
__________________________________________________________________________
______
Have you ever been a member, novice or candidate in a Religious Order or a student in a
seminary?
___________
If “Yes,” please give the name of the institution and the dates of affiliation:
__________________________________________________________________________
______
__________________________________________________________________________
______
__________________________________________________________________________
______
Where did you first get the idea of possibly becoming a Carmelite?
__________________________________________________________________________
______
__________________________________________________________________________
______
__________________________________________________________________________
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______
How
long
ago
was
____________________________________________________________

this?

What are you reasons for considering the Carmelite life?
__________________________________________________________________________
______
__________________________________________________________________________
______
__________________________________________________________________________
______
I am interested in being a: Priest __________ Brother __________
Check the areas of Church Ministry which interest you at this time:
¨ Parish Work
¨ Hospital Chaplaincy
¨

¨ Teaching

¨ Retreat Work

¨ Youth Ministry

¨ Mission Work

Other
____________________________________________________________________)
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FORM D
Application for Admission to the Formation Program
Instructions:
As an applicant for admission into the Carmelite Formation Program you are asked to supply
the following information about yourself. Additional information will be obtained from
documents such as scholastic transcripts, references submitted by the persons who know
you well, baptismal certificate, etc. You will also be interviewed by Carmelites.
The purpose of gathering this preliminary information is to assist you and the vocation
director in determining whether God may be calling you to service as a Carmelite. To act
without this information would be to run the risk of admitting you to a life for which you may
not be suited.
It is important you be frank and honest. Of course, you are free to withdraw your application if
you do not wish the vocation director to become acquainted with any facts about your life.
Information you do provide will be assumed to be perfectly true and kept confidential.
(Please print or type all your answers)
Last Name ____________________________ First Name _________________________
MI_____
Telephones (_____) _______________________

(_____) ______________________

Address
_________________________________________________________________________
City
_______________________________________
_________________

State

______

Mailing
Address
(if
_______________________________________________________

Zip

Code
different)

__________________________________________________________________________
______
Email
__________________________________________________________________________
Age
________
Date
of
_____________________________________________

Birth:

(mm/dd/yy)

Place
of
____________________________________________________________________
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Birth

Present
Parish
____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
______
Church
of
your
____________________________________________________________

Baptism

Address
of
this
_____________________________________________________________

Church

If you have lived continuously for more than a year at an address other than your present
home address (except to go to school), complete (a) and (b).
a)
Parish
____________________________________________________________________
Diocese
_____________________________
___________________________

Dates

Home
address
during
_______________________________________________

of

Residence

these

dates

_____________________________________________________________________
_____
b)
Parish
____________________________________________________________________
Diocese
_____________________________
___________________________
Home
address
during
_______________________________________________

Dates

of
these

Residence
dates

_____________________________________________________________________
_____
High
School
______________________________________________________________

attended

Address
_________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
______
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Graduation Date _________
College
attended
__________________________________________________________________
Address
_________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
______
Years completed _________
Degree attained ________ Major field ______________________ Graduation date
_____________
Graduate
School
___________________________________________________________

attended

Address
_________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
______
Years completed _________
Degree attained ________ Major field ______________________ Graduation date
_____________
Selective
Service
Data
______________________________________________________
Veteran
(yes
or
no)
__________
_________________________________

If

“Yes,”

(U.S.A.)
which

branch?

Service
number
(if
_________________________________________________

registered)

Date
of
___________________________________________________________

Discharge

Father’s name ________________________________________________
Religion _______
Present
_____________________________________________________________

address
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__________________________________________________________________________
Occupation ________________________________________________________________
Business
____________________________________________________________

address

__________________________________________________________________________
Mother’s name ________________________________________________
_______
Present
_____________________________________________________________

Religion
address

__________________________________________________________________________
Occupation ________________________________________________________________
Business
____________________________________________________________

address

__________________________________________________________________________
Please give the name and addresses of any brothers and sisters:
1.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
2.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
3.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____
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__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
4.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Please list your employment history or attach a resume
1.
Name
of
__________________________________________________________
Business
____________________________________________________________

employer
address

__________________________________________________________________________
Nature of work _____________________________________________________________
Dates _____________________________________________________________________
2.
Name
of
__________________________________________________________
Business
____________________________________________________________

employer

address

__________________________________________________________________________
Nature of work _____________________________________________________________
Dates _____________________________________________________________________
3.
Name
of
__________________________________________________________

employer
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Business
____________________________________________________________

address

__________________________________________________________________________
Nature of work _____________________________________________________________
Dates _____________________________________________________________________
Have you ever applied for admission to either a diocesan seminary or religious community?
___________
If
“Yes,”
please
give
________________________________________________________

details:

__________________________________________________________________________
______
Do you have any financial debts? __________
If
“Yes,”
please
give
________________________________________________________

details:

__________________________________________________________________________
______
Have you ever been arrested? __________
If
“Yes,”
please
give
________________________________________________________

details:

__________________________________________________________________________
______
Request for Letters of Recommendations:
Please provide the names, addresses and phone numbers of the person or persons in each
of the following categories. They will be contacted by the Vocation Director.
Letters of Recommendation
Personal
A) Family (at least 2 members)_____________
B) Carmelite (if you know one)_____________
C) Professional---(at least 3 references)______
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C-1---Parochial/Other Minister_______
C-2---Education_____________
C-3---Employer or Supervisor________
C-4---Spiritual Director (if you have one)
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FORM E
Applicant's Release Form
Permission to request information on a Candidate
In order to facilitate the admissions process, I give my permission for the Carmelite
Vocation Director and/or the Prior Provincial and his Secretary to request information in
writing from those listed on the Carmelite Application for Admission as well as the
psychologist who administers my psychological evaluation.
If I have previously been in a seminary, diocese or religious community, I also give
permission for them to contact those persons who were responsible for my formation.
This may include former and present rectors, bishops, vocation directors and formation
directors.
I understand that this information will be shared with the Admissions Board and future
formation directors of the houses where I live while in formation. I also understand that
Praesidium Inc. may request to look at my files. I understand that this will be done in a
confidential manner and only on a "need to know" basis.
Signature:
Name:

Date

(mm/dd/yyyyy
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FORM H-1
Release of Information for Background Checks
Please initial each of the statements below:
_______ I hereby authorize the Carmelites to conduct a personal and professional
background check current employers, church, youth organizations, agencies where volunteer
service has been completed, and any individual or organization which might be relevant to my
desired position.
_______ I hereby release all of the above stated persons from any and all liability for damages
that might occur during the Carmelites’ contract with the individuals for purposes of employment
or volunteer services.
_______ I also hereby give complete permission for the Carmelites to conduct a criminal
background check, arrest records check, abuse registry check, and driving record check for the
purposes of my employment or volunteer services.
_______ I waive any right that I may have to inspect any information provided about me by the
persons previously mentioned. I have also read and understand the above-stated information
within this release and am signing below of my own free will.
_______ I understand that a criminal background check will be conducted prior to and during
my service. I authorize investigations of all statements contained in my application.
_______ I have reviewed and agree to observe all of the Carmelite guidelines and policies for
members.
_______ I understand that the Carmelites take all allegations of abuse seriously. I further
understand that the Carmelites cooperate fully with the authorities to investigate all cases of
alleged abuse. Abuse of minors or vulnerable adults is grounds for immediate dismissal from
the formation program and possible criminal charges.
_______ I declare that I have not perpetrated physical abuse, sexual abuse, emotional abuse
or neglect against a minor or a vulnerable adult and that I have never been accused of these
acts. (If an alleged abuse has occurred, please explain the circumstances and outcomes on the
back of this page.)
_______

I understand that I can withdraw from the application process at any time.

_______ I understand and agree that false statements and/or omissions regarding past
conduct and/or present situations may be grounds for denial of the application for membership
and that refusal to inform the Carmelites of the contents of a sealed criminal record will result in
the automatic denial of the application.

________________________________________________
__________________
Name of Applicant
Date
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Form H-2 DISCLOSURE AND AUTHORIZATION
FOR THE CARMELITES TO ACCESS CONSUMER REPORTS
DISCLOSURE
In connection with your application for employment with the Carmelites (including any independent contract for services and volunteer work) or
when deciding whether to modify or continue your ongoing employment (if hired), the Carmelites may obtain a “consumer report” and/or an
“investigative consumer report” on you from Praesidium, Inc., a consumer reporting agency, or from any third party, in strict compliance with both
state and federal law. A consumer report is a communication of information by a consumer reporting agency bearing on your credit worthiness,
credit standing, credit capacity, character, general reputation, personal characteristics, or mode of living which is used or expected to be used for
purposes of serving as a factor in establishing your current and/or continuing eligibility for employment purposes. An investigative consumer
report is a report obtained through personal interviews with individuals who may have knowledge of your character, general reputation, personal
characteristics, or mode of living. The consumer reports or investigative consumer reports may contain information regarding your credit history(if
applicable to position), criminal records, driving history records, education records, previous employment history, social security traces, military
records, professional licensure records, drug testing, government records, and other types of background information. You further understand
that these reports may contain information concerning the reasons for termination of past employment. You are hereby notified that you have
the right to make a timely request for the nature and scope of any investigative consumer report. You are further notified that, prior to being
denied employment based in whole or in part on information obtained in the consumer report, you will be provided a copy of the report, the
name, address and telephone number of the consumer reporting agency and a description in writing of your rights under the Fair Credit Reporting
Act. Inquiries to Praesidium, Inc. should be directed to Praesidium, Inc.; Consumer Disputes; P.O. Box 202002 Arlington, TX 76006. 1 (800) 743 - 6354.
MAINE AND NEW YORK APPLICANTS OR EMPLOYEES ONLY: You have the right to inspect and receive a copy of your investigate consumer report
requested by the Carmelites by contacting the consumer reporting agency identified directly above.
AUTHORIZATION
I hereby authorize, without reservation, the obtaining of “consumer reports” or “investigative consumer” reports by the Carmelites at any time
after receipt of this authorization and throughout my employment, or service, if applicable. I further authorize and request, without reservation,
any present or former employer, school, police department, state or federal agency, financial institution, division of motor vehicles, consumer
reporting agencies, or other persons or agencies having knowledge about me to furnish Praesidium, Inc. or the Carmelites with any and all
background information in their possession regarding me, so that my employment qualifications may be evaluated and/or reassessed. I also
agree that a fax or photocopy of this authorization with my signature should have the same authority as the original.
By signing below, I certify: (1) that I have read and fully understand this disclosure and authorization; (2) that all of the information I am providing is true,
complete, correct and accurate; and (3) that I have received the attached Summary of Your Rights under the Fair Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.C. §1681 et seq.).
MAINE AND NEW YORK APPLICANTS OR EMPLOYEES ONLY: You have the right to inspect and receive a copy of your investigate consumer report requested by
[EMPLOYER NAME] by contacting the consumer reporting agency identified directly above. NEW YORK APPLICANTS OR EMPLOYEES ONLY: By signing below, you
acknowledge receipt of Article 23-A of the New York Correction Law.
MINNESOTA AND OKLAHOMA APPLICANTS OR EMPLOYEES ONLY: Please check this box if you would like to receive a copy of a consumer if one is obtained by
the Company.
CALIFORNIA APPLICANTS OR EMPLOYEES ONLY: By signing below, you also acknowledge receipt of the NOTICE REGARDING BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION
PURSUANT TO CALIFORNIA LAW. Please check this box if you would like to receive a copy of an investigative consumer report or consumer credit report at no
charge if one is obtained by the Company whenever you have a right to receive such a copy under California law.
The following is information required in order for the Carmelites to obtain a complete consumer report:

Please Print Clearly:
Last Name:

First Name:

MI:

Please print any other names you have used:
Email Address:
Current Address:
Current Address:
City, State, Zip Code:
Phone Number:

Background Check Consent
© 2011, Praesidium, Inc. All rights
reserved.

How long have you lived at this address?
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Previous Address:
Previous Address:
City, State, Zip Code:
I lived at this address from:

to
Month and Year

Month and Year

Overseas Address:
Previous Address:
City, Country, Zip Code:
I lived at this address from:

to
Month and Year

Month and Year

Additional Information:
Date of Birth:

Social Security Number:

Driver's License Number:

State of License:

Sex: Male / Female

Information for International Background Checks:
Mother’s Maiden Name:

International ID Number:

Passport Number:

NCRI Number:

Foreign Resident ID:

Other:

CONSUMER’S SIGNATURE

DATE

* This information will be used for background screening purposes only.
NOTICE REGARDING BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION PURSUANT TO CALIFORNIA LAW
The Carmelites (the “Company”) intends to obtain information about you for employment purposes from an investigative consumer reporting
agency or consumer credit reporting agency. Thus, you can expect to be the subject of “investigative consumer reports” and “consumer credit
reports” obtained for employment purposes. Such reports may include information about your character, general reputation, personal
characteristics and mode of living. With respect to any investigative consumer report from an investigative consumer reporting agency
(“ICRA”), the Company may investigate the information contained in your employment application and other background information about
you, including but not limited to obtaining a criminal record report, verifying references, work history, your social security number, your
educational achievements, licensure, and certifications, your driving record, and other information about you, and interviewing people who
are knowledgeable about you. The results of this report may be used as a factor in making employment decisions. The source of any
investigative consumer report (as that term is defined under California law) will be Praesidium, Inc.; P.O. Box 202002 Arlington, TX 76006. 1
(800) 743 - 6354.
The source of any credit report will be Praesidium, Inc.; P.O. Box 202002 Arlington, TX 76006. 1 (800) 743 - 6354. The Company agrees to
provide you with a copy of an investigative consumer report when required to do so under California law. Under California Civil Code section
1786.22, you are entitled to find out from an ICRA what is in the ICRA’s file on you with proper identification, as follows: In person, by visual
inspection of your file during normal business hours and on reasonable notice. You also may request a copy of the information in person. The
ICRA may not charge you more than the actual copying costs for providing you with a copy of your file. A summary of all information
contained in the ICRA’s file on you that is required to be provided by the California Civil Code will be provided to you via telephone, if you
have made a written request, with proper identification, for telephone disclosure, and the toll charge, if any, for the telephone call is prepaid
by or charged directly to you.
By requesting a copy to be sent to a specified addressee by certified mail. ICRAs complying with requests for certified mailings shall not be
liable for disclosures to third parties caused by mishandling of mail after such mailings leave the ICRAs.
“Proper Identification” includes documents such as a valid driver’s license, social security account number, military identification card, and
credit cards. Only if you cannot identify yourself with such information may the ICRA require additional information concerning your
employment and personal or family history in order to verify your identity.
The ICRA will provide trained personnel to explain any information furnished to you and will provide a written explanation of any coded
information contained in files maintained on you. This written explanation will be provided whenever a file is provided to you for visual
inspection.
You may be accompanied by one other person of your choosing, who must furnish reasonable identification. An ICRA may require you to furnish a written

Background Check Consent
© 2011, Praesidium, Inc. All rights
reserved.
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statement granting permission to the ICRA to discuss your file in such person’s presence.

Background Check Consent
© 2011, Praesidium, Inc. All rights
reserved.
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FORM I: MEDICAL HISTORY FORM AND IMMUNIZATION RECORD

Last Name

First Name

Middle Name

Date of Birth
Sex/Gender
Country of Birth
____________________________________________________________
Permanent Address

City

State

Local Address
Check One:

City
¨ African American (2)
¨ Asian or Pacific Islander (3)
¨ Caucasian (6)
In Case of Emergency, Notify:
Name

Relationship

Address

City

HAVE YOU HAD:
NO

YES NO

Head Injury with
Unconsciousness
Asthma
Recurrent Headaches
Seizure Disorder
Hearing Loss
Recurrent Ear Infections
Visual Problem (other than

Recent Weight Change
Bleeding/Blood Disorder
Tuberculosis
Malaria

)

Zip Code

Telephone
(
)
Zip Code
Local Telephone
¨ East Indian
¨ Other
¨ Hispanic (4)
¨ Native American/Alaskan Native (1)
(
)
Telephone
State

Zip Code

YES NO

Sexually Transmitted
Disease
Chicken Pox
Scarlet Fever
Hay Fever
Rheumatic Fever
High Cholesterol
Hepatitis A,B, or C

glasses)

Thyroid Problem
Heart Problem/Murmur
Kidney/Urinary Tract Problem

(

YES

Counseling or Mental
Health Treatment
Recreational Drug Use
Tobacco Use
Alcohol Use
# times per week
amount per session
Exercise: # times per
week

Diabetes
High Blood Pressure
Digestive
Tract
Problem
Cancer/Tumor/Cyst
Spinal
Cord
Disruption
Eating Disorder

Operations / Dates:
Chronic Health
Problems:

Alternative Medicine Practices:
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Drug/Medication Allergies:
(write NONE if none)

Family Member

Occupation

Other Allergies:
(write NONE if none)

Health Status
Excellent/Average
/Poor

Routine Medications Taken:
(write NONE if none)

Age

If no longer living, Cause of
Death & Age at Death

Father
Mother
Brothers

Sisters

Spouse/Partner
Children

HAS ANY FAMILY MEMBER (parent, sibling, or grandparent) EVER HAD:
YES NO Relationship
YES NO Relationship
Tuberculosis
Asthma
Drug/Alcohol Abuse
Thyroid Disease
Diabetes
Seizure Disorder
Kidney Disease
Blood Disorder
Heart Disease
Cancer
High Blood Pressure
Stroke
Arthritis
Obesity
Stomach Disease
Other
High Cholesterol
OTHER CONCERNS/INFORMATION:

HIV testing is required by all applicants. The results of HIV testing are to be handed in by the
applicant with this report. Testing can be done by the applicant’s physician or at a local health
clinic.
HIV TEST RESULTS INCLUDED YES _______

NO _________
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Candidate Signature

Date
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REQUIRED IMMUNIZATION INFORMATION FORM
Name:
(last)

(first)

(middle)

Permanent Address:
Phone Number: (

SS #
)

Date of Birth:

/

/

/

/

-

-

month/day/year

All Dates Must Include Month/Day/Year

MMR (measles, mumps, rubella)
Two doses required, at least one month apart, AND after

#1

12 months of age AND after live vaccine available (5-1-71)

#2

month/day/year

/

/

month/day/year

If MMR was not given, individual immunizations should be listed below

Measles (Rubeola)
1.
Two doses required, at least one month apart, after 12

#1 /

months of age AND after live vaccine available. (1-1-68)
OR
2.

/

#2

month/day/year

Date disease diagnosed and certified by physician

/

/

/

month/day/year

/

month/day/year

OR
3.
OR
4.

Lab test proving immunity

/

Born before 1957 – see other side

Rubella (German measles)
1.
One dose required, after 12 months of age,
AND after live vaccine available. (6-19-69)
OR
2.
Lab test proving immunity
OR
3.
Born before 1957
date of birth:

/

attach lab report

month/day/year

/

/

month/day/year

/

/

/

/

attach lab report

month/day/year

Mumps
1.
One dose required, after 12 months of age,
AND after live vaccine available. (1-1-68)
OR
2.
Date disease diagnosed and certified by physician

/

/

month/day/year

/

/

month/day/year

OR
3.
Lab test proving immunity
/
/
attach lab report
OR
4. Born before 1957 – see other side
month/day/year
Males are considered immune to measles, mumps, and rubella if born before 1957.
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Td (tetanus/diphtheria) or Tdap (tetanus/diphtheria/pertussis),
Domestic Students
Must be within ten years of the first day of the first semester.

_____/____/_____
month/day/year

International students
Must have a series of three tetanus shots. One shot must be within 10 years.
_____/_____/_____
_____/_____/_____
_____/_____/_____
month/day/year
month/day/year
month/day/year

International Students Only
Tuberculosis skin testing is mandatory and must be done in the United States. If you have been treated for Tuberculosis
please bring your English translated medical records. If you were diagnosed with a positive reaction to tuberculosis
documentation is required.

Request For Additional Information
The following are not required but are recommended:

Hepatitis B vaccine is highly recommended. #1
If you have had this series, please fill in dates: #3

/
/

/
/

#2

Varivax (varicella vaccine) is also highly
recommended if you have not had chickenpox.

¨ had disease OR vaccine:
#1
/
/
#2

Meningitis/meningococcal disease

Menactra vaccine

/

/

/

/

/

/

Meningococcal meningitis is an infection of the brain and its covering layers. It may cause death or permanent disability.
College freshmen, especially those who live in residence halls, are at modestly increased risk for this infection. This
form of meningitis is passed from person to person by close contact. There is an immunization available that affords
substantial protection against this disease.

Health Care Provider’s Signature (MD, DO, RN) verifying above information
Or signed records attached verifying information.

Name(print)
Address

Signature/Title

Date
Phone
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FORM J
Pre-Novitiate Peer Evaluation and Self Evaluation
Submitted by: ____________________________________________________________________
Name
of
Student
Being
____________________________________________________
Date: _______________

Evaluated:

Have you talked to him about this evaluation? _____Yes _____No

Our Formation Program requires that a man who wishes to enter the Novitiate should be ready
spiritually, psychologically and intellectually. Please evaluate your brother in each of these areas.
Consider your brother prayerfully and respectfully, and then write down your responses to these
questions. Discuss your evaluation with him, while he discusses his evaluation of you. After you
have met with all your brothers, then prepare an evaluation of yourself, based on what you heard.
Spiritual Formation
What signs do you see that show he spends time in prayer besides regular prayers in the chapel?
What signs do you see that show he really wants to be a religious?
What signs do you see that show he would be a good Carmelite?
Psychological Formation
In what ways does he share his time and talents with the community?
In what ways does he show he cares about the community and himself?
How does he make friends both inside and outside the house?
How does he accept people from other cultures?
How would you describe the way he does his house chores, and the way he takes care of himself?
How does he accept it when others talk to him about things that need to be corrected?
Intellectual Formation
What signs do you see that show he is attentive in his classes at school?
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What signs do you see that show he is willing to change?
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FORM K
Novitiate Peer Evaluation Form
Date:
The novice you are evaluating:
Your name:
I affirm him in:

I see changes in him in the following ways:

I am concerned for his growth in the following areas:
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Novitiate Self-Evaluation Helps

I Personal Questions
A.
B.

How would you describe your attentiveness at prayer?
Rare? Occasional? Moderate? Steady? Restless? Restive?
How would you describe your level of Vulnerability?

II Community Questions
A.
B.
C.
D.

How would you describe your level of Openness?
How would you describe your level of Communicability?
How would you describe your level of Transparency?
How would you describe your level of Self-disclosure?

III Other
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Do you see the value of being alone? In what way?
Do you send time in your room without the noise of a radio or any
electronic device
How have you grown in self-knowledge during the last three months?
What has been most difficult for you in the novitiate so far?
How does your quiet time help your community life?
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FORM L
Learning Contract for Internship
Intern
______________________________________________________
________________

Date

Placement ____________________________________________________________________
Supervisor ____________________________________________________________________
Learning Goals:
as an individual
______________________________________________________________________________
__
______________________________________________________________________________
__
______________________________________________________________________________
__
______________________________________________________________________________
__
in Carmelite community
______________________________________________________________________________
__
______________________________________________________________________________
__
______________________________________________________________________________
__
______________________________________________________________________________
__
in ministry
______________________________________________________________________________
__
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______________________________________________________________________________
__
______________________________________________________________________________
__
______________________________________________________________________________
__

Specific Responsibilities and Activities
in community
day of week
time
______________________________________________________________________________
__
______________________________________________________________________________
__
in ministry
day of week
time
______________________________________________________________________________
__
______________________________________________________________________________
__
______________________________________________________________________________
__
self (prayer, recreation, etc.)

day of week

time

______________________________________________________________________________
__
______________________________________________________________________________
__
______________________________________________________________________________
__
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Name
of
Spiritual
________________________________________________________

Director

Supervisory
______________________________________________________________
(day)
(time)

Session

Date Internship begins

________________________________________________________

Date Internship ends ________________________________________________________
These arrangements and agreements are accepted by:
_______________________________________ ______________________________________
Intern
Supervisor
_______________________________________ ______________________________________
Intern Director
Principal, Pastor, Other
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FORM M
Evaluation for Carmelite Internship
The supervisor and intern will each write an annual evaluation. These evaluations will
be subjective documents addressing the following items:
1. Goals and responsibilities as expressed in the internship contract.
2. Relationship to the Carmelite community as a group.
3. Relationship to individual members of the Carmelite community.
4. Relationship to the supervisor.
5. Relationship to people in ministry.
6. Relationship to ministerial staff.
7. Evaluation of placement as a personal, communal and pastoral learning situation.
8. Final summary
9. Future goals and plans
The supervisor and the intern will submit their evaluations to one another for discussion
and signing. The evaluations are then sent to the Intern Director.
Guidelines for Community Evaluation for Carmelite Internship
Members of the Carmelite community will evaluate the Carmelite intern. The supervisor
is responsible for convening this meeting and compiling a summary of this which is sent
to the intern director. The following can serve as a guideline for this evaluation:
A. Personal Development
• How does the intern interact with others?
•

Does he seem at ease with himself and others with him?

•

Is he able to be flexible?

•

Does he seem to have a reasonable evenness of mood?

B. Community
• Does the intern seem to understand the necessity as community member to
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take time to deepen the bonds of friendship and love, not just for the sake of
ministry but for the sake of life?
•

In what ways does he contribute positively to the growth of the community: for
example, participating in house meetings, attending and helping to prepare
communal prayer, assuming his share of household duties, using gifts and
talents for the group?

•

How does he show an interest in and a positive attitude toward the Province
and the Order?

•

How does he respond to the decisions and directives on the local, Provincial
and Order level?

C. Ministry
•

Does the intern appear to be faithful to his responsibilities in ministry?

•

Do you sense a balance between leisure and work?

D. Spiritual Development
•

Does it seem that the intern takes initiative in pursuing his own spiritual
development?

E. Commitment
•

Would there be anything that would concern you in terms of this intern’s being
able to continue to commit himself to the vows of poverty, chastity and
obedience?

F. Conclusion
• Would you choose to live with this intern again? Why / why not?
•

Is there anything that concerns you about this intern’s future with our
Province?

•

Do you believe that he should be encouraged and supported to move from
the internship to the next stage of formation?
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FORM N
Self-evaluation for Profession of Solemn Vows
Name:
______________________________________________________________________
____
Please type your evaluation on a separate sheet and return to your one-to-one
formation director by:
_____________________________________
Evaluate yourself in terms of the following areas:
Emotional maturity and development:

Faith commitment / Spiritual development:

Carmelite Identity:

Charisms and gifts:

Areas of needed / desired growth:

Ways the community can assist you:
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What motivates you to make your profession of solemn vows in the Carmelite
Order?
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FORM O
Peer Evaluation for Solemn Vows
________________________________________ has expressed his desire to petition for solemn
profession. You are being asked to assist the local community’s formal evaluation as he, the
community and the Formation Team discern his readiness for final profession. After completing this
evaluation (please type your responses on a separate sheet) submit it and discuss it with the
candidate. Please return this evaluation to his one-to-one director, ________________________,
on or before _________________.
Please evaluate him in the following areas:
Emotional maturity and development
Spiritual/Faith development
Participation in community life
Carmelite Identity
Strengths/charisms/gifts he brings to the community and to the church
Areas of needed growth

Any concerns about his making solemn vows
How can the community assist/challenge him as a member of the order?

Evaluation discussed on ____________________
________________________________________
____________________________________
Peer Evaluator
Candidate
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FORM P
Evaluation for the Diaconate
Evaluation
submitted
___________________________________________________________
of
(name
of
candidate
____________________________________________________

by:

for

orders):

Please evaluate the individual in terms of how you see his readiness for the responsibility of
Orders. Specify ways you perceive him as ready for the responsibilities of Orders. How do you see
him as a minister? In what ways can he become a more effective minister? What gifts does he
bring to Orders?
(Please type your evaluation on a separate sheet.)
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